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1 

PRESENTATION  

Operator  
Good  day,  and  welcome  to  the  DOJ  Briefing  for  U.S.  House  of  Representatives.  All  participants  
will  be  in  a  listen-only  mode.  Should  you  need  assistance,  please  signal  a  conference  specialist  
by  pressing  star,  then  zero.  After  today's  presentation,  there  will  be  an  opportunity  to  ask  
questions.  To  ask  a  question,  you  may  press  star,  then  one  on  a  touchtone  phone.  To  withdraw  
your  question,  please  press  star,  then  two.  Please  note  this  event  is  being  recorded.  I  would  like  
now  to  turn  the  conference  over  to  Chad  Thorley  from  the  Department  of  Justice.  Please  go  
ahead.  

Chad Thorley  
Good  morning,  everyone.  Again,  my  name  is  Chad  Thorley  from  the  Department  of  Justice,  and  
I  thank  you  for  joining  today's  call.  For  the  next  hour,  we  are  also  joined  by  Assistant  Director  Jill  
Sanborn  from  the  FBI's  Counterterrorism  Division,  Assistant  Director  in  Charge  Steve  
D'Antuono  from  the  FBI's  Washington  Field  Office,  and  Michael  Sherwin,  Acting  U.S.  Attorney,  
and  Ken  Cole,  Principal  Assistant  U.S.  Attorney  from  the  U.S.  Attorney's  Office  for  the  District  of  
Columbia,  who  will  be  providing  a  briefing  on  the  events  at  the  Capitol  on  January  6th,  and  
investigative  and  law  enforcement  actions  taken  as  a  result.  

As  you  are  aware,  this  is  a  very  fluid  situation,  with  many  moving  parts,  and  new  information  is  
consistently  being  gathered  and  analyzed.  At  the  conclusion  of  the  briefer's  remarks,  members  
will  be  able  to  ask  questions.  The  moderator  will  call  on  those  wishing  to  ask  questions  at  that  
time.  I  will  now  turn  it  over  to  Assistant  Director  Jill  Sanborn  from  the  FBI's  Counterterrorism  
Division,  who  will  begin  the  briefing.  

Jill Sanborn  
Chad,  do  you  have  me?  

Chad Thorley  
Yes,  Jill.  

Jill Sanborn  
Good  morning.  Thank  you  for  the  opportunity  to  speak  with  you  all  today.  It's  always  an  honor  to  
speak  with  members  of  the  Hill.  For  many  of  you  that  don't  know,  I  actually  started  my  public  
service  as  a  senate  page  in  1987.  I'll  start  my  briefing  by  noting  that  the  content  of  my  remarks  
are  unclassified  but  law  enforcement  sensitive,  so  we  ask  that  you  utilize  caution  when  
discussing  any  of  the  following  information  outside  of  this  call.  

We  know  you  have  a  number  of  questions  and  concerns,  and  rightly  so,  about  the  events  of  
January  6th.  We  hope  that  during  our  time  together  today,  we  will  be  able  to  answer  some  of  
those  questions  and  provide  you  with  more  insights  into  the  FBI's  posture  leading  up  to  January  
6th,  our  whole-of-FBI  response,  and  investigation  into  the  siege  on  the  Capitol  complex,  the  
overall  threat  picture  we  are  tracking  leading  up  to  the  inaugural  activities,  to  include  a  few  
potential  flash  points  for  violence,  and  areas  of  heightened  interest  we  will  be  closely  following  
in  the  coming  weeks,  and  lastly,  our  operational  and  investigative  posture  in  the  days  and  
weeks  ahead  as  we  prepare  for  inauguration  on  January  20th.  

So  the  posture  ahead  of  the  electoral  certification.  I  know  you  are  interested  in  our  preparation  
and  posture  leading  up  to  the  events  on  January  6th,  so  I'll  start  there,  with  both  an  overview  of  
the  standard  investigative  steps  we  take  ahead  of  events  like  these,  and  with  notes  regarding  
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specific  actions  taken  to  prepare  for  the  electoral  certification  and  upcoming  presidential  
inauguration.  

Leading  up  to  major  large-scale  events,  such  as  the  State  of  Union,  the  Super  Bowl,  and  
presidential  elections,  the  FBI  reviews  potential  threats  to  public  safety,  and  follows  all  leads  
and  threat  information  to  the  point  of  mitigation  or  conclusion.  Among  the  standard  
comprehensive  investigative  activities,  we  perform  ahead  of  events  of  this  nature,  we  analyze  
intelligence  to  proactively  inform  and  prepare  our  partners  at  the  federal,  state,  and  local  levels  
for  potential  threats  of  violence  and  criminal  activity.  Our  goal  is  to  identify  any  potential  threats  
to  these  large-scale  events  and  mitigate  them  before  they  become  violent  acts  and  federal  
crimes.  

To  assist  our  partners  in  mitigating  potential  threats  to  the  electoral  certification  on  January  6th,  
2021,  and  on  the  inauguration  on  January  20th,  2021,  specifically,  the  FBI's  Counterterrorism  
Divisio  

Leading  up  to  January  6th,  we  were  

f  

l  
l  

l  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(6), (b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

We  share  and  disseminate  intelligence  through  the  presence  of  task  force  officers  on  our  joint  
terrorism  task  forces.  Other  government  agency  employees  embedded  throughout  the  
(INAUDIBLE)  community  are  robust  relationships  across  the  organizations.  Further,  the  FBI  
holds  quarterly  and  sometimes  DHS  executive  board  meetings  to  ensure  there  is  complete  
transparency  in  coordination  with  our  partners.  The  FBI  and  Washington  field  in  particular  also  
work  closely  with  partners  such  as  U.S.  Capitol  Police,  which  has  multiple  officers  on  the  
Washington  field  office  terrorism  and  criminal  task  forces,  and  has  senior  U.S.  Capitol  
representation  on  our  National  Joint  Terrorism  Task  Force.  

In  addition  to  our  day-to-day  sharing  of  operational  information,  one  of  the  methods  for  formally  
disseminating  intelligence  assessments  is  the  Joint  Intelligence  Bulletin,  a  product  we  co-author  
with  the  Department  of  Homeland  Security,  and/or  the  National  Counterterrorism  Center.  This  
product  serves  as  a  method  for  notifying  our  partners  of  significant  disruptions,  but  also  is  used  
to  notify  state  and  local  law  enforcement  of  potential  trends  we  are  seeing  in  threat  reporting  
and  criminal  activity.  
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During  the  summer  of  2020,  we  observed  activity  that  led  us  to  assess  there  was  potential  for  
increased  violent  extremist  activity  at  lawful  protests  taking  place  in  communities  across  the  
United  States.  To  that  end,  in  June  of  2020,  we  issued  two  separate  Joint  Intelligence  Bulletins,  
highlighting  the  potential  for  increased  violent  extremist  activity.  One  of  these  bulletins  advised  
our  partners  to  remain  vigilant  in  light  of  the  persistent  threat  posed  by  domestic  violent  
extremists  and  their  unpredictable  target  selection,  in  order  to  effectively  detect,  prevent,  
preempt,  and  respond  to  incidents.  

f  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

When  it  became  clear  that  some  individuals  had  breached  the  Capitol  grounds  and  were  
entering  the  U.S.  Capitol,  the  U.S.  Capitol  Police  requested  assistance,  and  s  

ff  

Along  with  our  
partners,  the  FBI  surged  and  continues  to  dedicate  substantial  resources  to  ensure  the  safety  
and  security  of  the  Capitol.  To  identify  those  individuals  involved  in  the  breach  and  disruption  of  
congressional  activities,  and  to  hold  accountable  those  responsible  for  the  acts  of  that  day.  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI
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So,  a  little  bit  about  the  current  strategy  and  operations.  I'll  move  into  talking  about  two  major  
lines  of  efforts  we  are  currently  tracking.  We're  still  actively  and  aggressively  tracking  the  
investigation  into  the  siege  at  the  U.S.  Capitol  on  Wednesday,  January  6th.  We're  also  tracking  
potential  upcoming  threats  or  violent  activity  leading  up  to  the  inauguration.  I'll  start  with  our  
investigation  into  the  siege  of  the  Capitol  complex.  

(b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

As  of  today,  the  FBI  continues  to  exploit  over  60,000  digital  media  tips  received  from  the  public.  
Also,  as  of  today,  we  have  received  more  than  8,000  leads  via  our  National  Threat  Operations  

investigation  is  ongoing,  and  we  are  aggressively  working  to  identify  those  involved,  their  
motivations,  and  whether  any  individuals  or  group  planned  and  organized  the  violent  and  
criminal  activity.  

To  date,  the  Department  of  Justice  has  charged  more  than  20  individuals  leading  up  to  and  
since  the  protest  at  the  Capitol,  and  is  currently--and  the  FBI  currently  has  more  than  

Center,  which  we  continue  to  process  and  investigate  

r  

The  FBI  has  also  issued  eight  Wanted  posters  for  
approximately  72  individuals  in  the  Capitol  who  were  captured  on  camera.  As  I  speak,  the  

(b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

pending  criminal  complaints  awaiting  DOJ  approval.  I  want  to  highlight  just  a  few  of  those  for  
you.  

Richard  Barnett,  who  was  identified  through  social  media  when  he  provided  an  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

interview  to  the  press  wherein  he  admitted  to  being  in  the  U.S.  Capitol  building  on  January  6th,  
2021,  and  specifically,  inside  Nancy  Pelosi's  office,  and  taking  official  correspondence  from  her  
desk.  

f  
Jacob  Anthony  Chancily  was  charged  with  knowingly  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

entering  or  remaining  in  a  restricted  building  on  the  grounds  without  logged  authority,  and  with  
violent  entry  and  disorderly  conduct  on  Capitol  grounds.  He  was  taken  into  custody  on  January  
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9th.  It  is  alleged  that  Chancily  was  identified  as  the  man  seen  in  social  media  coverage  who  
entered  the  complex  building  dressed  in  horns,  a  bear  skin  headdress,  and  carrying  a  spear.  

Local  arrests.  We  are  currently  tracking  slightly  more  than  a  hundred  arrests  by  Washington's  
Metro  PD  and  U.S.  Capitol  Police.  As  of  particular  significance  i  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

r  
t  
f  

f  

r  
r  

l  
(b)(3), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

f  

So  now  that  I've  talked  a  little  bit  about  the  general  threat  posed  by  violent  extremist  actors  to  
the  national  capital  region--and  again,  I  will  emphasize  that  we're  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

,  I  want  to  speak  briefly  about  some  potential  
flash  points  for  violence  that  we  are  monitoring  at  this  time.  We  remain  concerned  about  the  
potential  for  violence  at  multiple  protests  and  rallies  planned  at  the  U.S.  capital,  here  in  
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Washington  DC,  and  potentially  at  state  capitals  across  the  country,  starting  as  early  as  16  
January  and  through  at  least  20  January.  

This  could  bring  armed  individuals  within  close  proximity  to  government  buildings  and  officials  
across  the  United  States.  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

t s  

2  

l  

t  

Additional  threats  related  to  the  Capitol  siege  and  ongoing  threats.  Now  I'll  move  into  a  
discussion  about  a  few  additional  threats  related  to  the  siege  on  the  Capitol  complex  and  some  
ongoing  events.  We  are  aware  of  some  individuals  involved  in  the  breach  on  the  Capitol  
complex  stole  items  from  members'  offices,  to  include  personally-identifying  addresses  and  
information.  For  example,  reporting  indicates  that  personal  phone  number  of  one  member  of  
Congress  was  obtained  during  the  breach  and  later  released  online.  

We  are  working  closely  with  our  Washington  field  office  and  U.S.  Capitol  Police  t  
l  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI
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r  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

So,  a  little  bit  about  our  operational  posture  looking  ahead.  So,  what  are  we  doing  about  this?  In  
addition  t  (b)(7)(E) per FBI that  I  mentioned  earlier,  it's  important  for  you  to  know  that  we  
have  been  working  over  the  last  month  to  prepare  for  any  and  all  threats  to  the  inaugural  
activities.  As  I  mentioned  previously,  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

t  

As  I  also  mentioned,  the  joint  multiagency  command  post  activated  on  the  fifth  will  continue  
through  the  inauguration  and  in  the  days  that  follow.  While  we  also  host  a  daily  data  call  to  all  
field  offices  through  a  Preventing  Violence  and  Criminal  Activity  Survey,  which  asks  our  field  
offices  to  report  significant  investigative  updates  and  threat  reporting  from  their  areas  of  
responsibility.  

l  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

All  of  our  field  offices  will  have  command  posts  active  in  their  areas  of  responsibility  by  January  
15th.  And  we  will  remain  closely  linked  up  with  our  federal,  state,  and  local  private  sector  
partners  to  mitigate  any  and  all  potential  threats  leading  up  to  the  59th  Presidential  Inauguration  
that  may  come  in  from  those  partners.  In  this  name,  we  are  hosting  a  call  with  all  state  and  local  
law  enforcement,  tomorrow,  January  13th.  

Operator  
Pardon  me,  ladies  and  gentlemen,  it  appears  we  have  lost  the  connection  to  our  speaker  line.  
Please  stand  by  while  we  reconnect.  Thank  you.  

(MUSIC)  

Michael Sherwin  
Hello,  everyone.  This  is  Michael  R.  Sherwin,  the  Acting  U.S.  Attorney  in  DC.  I  think  it's  my  turn  
here.  I'll  be  relatively  brief  so  we  have  time  for  questions,  of  course.  So,  let  me  just  start  off  with  
a  few  things  I  just  want  to  highlight  for  you  ladies  and  gentlemen.  So,  first  of  all,  as  we  sit  here  
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right  now,  in  conjunction  with  the  WFO,  we've  
y  

r  

So,  again,  

k  
l  

i  

(b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

So,  how  are  we  doing  that?  (b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

i  
l  
r  
y  

That's  a  misnomer;  that's  not  correct.  

(b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

t  (b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

r  

l  
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are  looking  at  all  the  local  charges.  For  example,  some  of  the  individuals  outside  of  the  Capitol  
that  may  have  had  firearms,  ammunition,  high-capacity  magazines.  So  the  whole  gamut  of  
cases  are  being  looked  at  by  the  office,  and  the  whole  gamut  of  cases  are  being  charged.  We're  
going  at  a  very  fast  pace,  and  again,  I  anticipate  hundreds  of  cases  charged  within  the  next  
couple  weeks.  

(b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

Operator  
We  will  now  begin  the  question-and-answer  session.  To  ask  a  question,  you  may  press  star  
then  one  on  your  touchtone  phone.  If  you  are  using  a  speakerphone,  please  pick  up  your  
handset  before  pressing  the  keys.  If  at  any  time  your  question  has  been  addressed  and  you  
would  like  to  withdraw  your  question,  please  press  star  then  two.  Please  limit  your  inquiries  to  
one  question.  If  you  have  additional  questions,  you  may  rejoin  the  question  queue  by  again  
pressing  star,  then  one.  At  this  time,  we  will  pause  momentarily  to  assemble  our  roster.  Our  first  
question  comes  from  Carolyn  Maloney  with  Oversight  and  Reform.  Please  go  ahead.  

Carolyn  Maloney  
First,  I  want  to  thank  all  of  you  and  all  of  my  colleagues  that  are  on  the  phone.  You  mentioned  
all  of  the  planning  protests  that  you're  tracking.  My  question  is,  what  step  is  the  FBI  taking--
hello?  Can  you  hear  me?  Hello?  

Operator  
Yes,  we're  able  to  hear  you.  Please  continue  with  your  question--.  

Carolyn  Maloney  
--Okay.  Okay,  my  question  is,  what  are  the  steps  that  the  FBI  is  taking  to  disrupt  these  armed  
gatherings  that  you're  tracking,  aimed  at  the  White  House  and  all  50  state  capitals?  And  the  
Russian  connection  to  Parler  that  is  being  alleged,  or  the  communication  system  that  was  taken  
down  by  Twitter?  

Steve D'Antuono  
This  is  the  Assistant  Director  in  Charge  Steve  D'Antuono.  So  (INAUDIBLE)— 

Operator  
--Pardon  me,  ladies  and  gentlemen.  It  appears  we  have  lost  the  connection  to  our  speaker  line.  
Please  stand  by  while  we  reconnect.  Thank  you  for  your  patience.  

(MUSIC)  

Pardon  me,  this  is  the  operator.  We  have  reconnected  our  speaker  lines.  Speakers,  please  go  
ahead  and  proceed.  
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10  

Steve D'Antuono  
Alright,  thank  you  so  much.  So,  again,  ma'am,  this  is  Steve  D'Antuono.  I'm  the  Assistant  
Director  in  Charge  for  the  Washington  field  office  here  in  the  district,  off  of  the  FBI.  So,  just  to  
answer  your  first  question,  like  we  always  do,  we're  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

t  

So,  that's  what  we're  actively  doing.  We're  

r  
To  answer  your  question  about  the--can  you  repeat  the  

question  for  the  second  part  with  the--I  think  you  said  the  Russia  involvement  in  the  Parler--?  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

Carolyn  Maloney  
--The  Parler  question,  the  communication  system  that  Twitter  took  off  the  internet,  claiming  it  
was  dangerous.  They're  alleged--people  on  the  internet  and  others  saying  that  there's  a  
Russian  connection.  Have  you  seen  anything  like  that?  And  what  else  do  you  know  about  
Parler,  which  played  such  a  prominent  role  in  helping  to  organize  the  disruptions?  

Steve D'Antuono  
So,  ma'am,  I  can  tell  you  this,  we  are  

r  
(b)(3), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

Operator  
Our  next  question  will  come  from  Congressman  Matt  Cartwright  with  Appropriations.  Please  go  
ahead.  

Matt  Cartwright  
Thank  you.  Can  you  hear  me?  

Steve D'Antuono  
Yes,  sir.  

Matt  Cartwright  
Okay.  This  is  for  Assistant  Director  Jill  Sanborn,  and  also,  Michael  Sherwin.  Thank  you  both  and  
thank  you  all  for  being  on  this  call.  My  question  is  about  the  entering  restricted  areas,  section  
1752  prosecutions.  I  walked  to  the  Capitol  on  January  6th,  and  I  saw  that  there  were  cornered  
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off  areas  that  people  were  breaking  through.  So,  there  was  an  awful  lot  of  people  who  didn't  go  
inside  the  Capitol,  but  were  clearly  in  something  that  was  supposed  to  be  a  restricted  area.  I  
would--I  hope  we  are  planning  to  prosecute  those  people  too  as  a  deterrent  for  future  events  
like  this.  

Michael Sherwin  
Yeah--yes,  sir.  This  is  Michael  Sherwin,  and  you  raised  a  great  point.  We  are  doing  that,  we  are  
charging  persons  with  unauthorized  access  that  were  not  only  in  the  Capitol,  sir,  but  also  
outside.  And  I'm  sorry  I  didn't  clarify  that  on  the  front  end,  sir.  

Steve D'Antuono  
And  sir,  for  AD  Sanborn,  we're  having  a  problem  with  the  connection,  getting  them  back  up.  So,  
I  can  answer  for  the  FBI  for  the  same  question.  We  are  working  with  our  partners--our  state  and  
local  partners  in  this  investigation  and  the  U.S.  Attorney's  Office.  We're  pouring  through  all  the  
video,  every  single  angle  that  we  possibly  can  get  and  every  single  video  that  we  can  get  from  
all  across  the  Capitol  area.  I  have  teams  working  on  that  24/7,  identifying  individuals.  

And  then  we  put  out--you've  seen  the  Wanted  posters--I  hope  you've  seen  the  Wanted  posters,  
I  hope  you  see  the  proactive  social  media  that  we've  put  out  there  to  the  American  public,  and  
they  have  stepped  forward.  I'm  going  to  tell  you;  I  think  AD  Sanborn  had  a  very  low  figure  for  the  
tips.  I  think  she  either  said  16,  or  I  couldn't  hear,  maybe  she  said  60,000.  We  have  over  100,000  
social  media  tips  to  the  FBI,  from  the  American  people.  We  are  pouring  through  that,  and  we  
are--with  Mike  and  his  office,  we're  aggressively  going  to  prosecute  everyone  that  we  possibly  
can.  

Operator  
Our  next  question  will  come  from  Adam  Schiff.  Congressman,  please  go  ahead.  

Adam Schiff  
Thank  you  very  much,  I  appreciate  all  your  work  on  this.  I  really  wanted  to  ask  you  for  your  
sense  at  this  point  of  what  went  wrong?  And  I'm  looking  at  this  from  an  intelligence  point  of  
view,  it  doesn't  seem  like  it  requires  any  great  sleuthing  to  have  foreseen  that  the  possibility  of  
this  assault  on  the  Capitol.  Can  you  share  with  us  what  intelligence  that  the  Bureau  shared  with  
Capitol  Police,  or  DC  police?  Was  this  a  situation  where  we  didn't  have  the  intelligence  we  
should,  or  we  had  the  intelligence  but  didn't  share  it,  or  we  shared  it  and  law  enforcement  
agencies  didn't  act  on  it?  How  do  you  assess  what  went  wrong  here?  

Steve D'Antuono  
So,  sir,  the--so  this  is  Steve  D'Antuono,  the  Assistant  Director  for  the  Washington  field  office.  
So,  in  the  weeks  leading  up  to  the  sixth,  as  I'm  referring  it  to,  you  know,  we  worked  internally  
with  every  field  office  to  gather  intelligence  for  any  threats  that  were  coming  through  the  district,  
and  for  the  events  that  we  were  seeing  as  people--so  the  aspirational  as  well  as  operational  
rhetoric  and  .  We  tracked  a  lead  down,  
with  our  partners,  of  course,  56  field  offices,  that  may  have  developed  potential  violence  during  
that  rally.  We  are  in  constant  sharing  mode  with  our  partners,  state  and  local.  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

We  held  several  meetings  well  up  before  the  sixth.  And  you  also  know  as  well  that  there  were  
also  planned  protests  within  the  district  a  few  weekends  prior  to.  So,  all  this  stuff  was  going  on;  
it  was  a  constant  flow  of  information  sharing  back  and  forth.  We  shared  with  our  partners,  they  
shared  with  us  ,  and  (b)(7)(E) per FBI
we're  sharing  that  information  with  everyone.  We  had  a  lot  of  different  types  of  meetings  and  
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such,  so,  that  stuff  was  going  on.  And  like  I  said,  to  the  last  question  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

Operator  
Our  next  question  will  come  from  Stephen  Lynch  with  Oversight  and  Subnational  Security.  
Please  go  ahead.  I'm  sorry,  Stephen,  your  line  might  be  muted— 

Stephen Lynch  
--I'm  sorry,  can  you  hear  me?  

Operator  
We  can  hear  you.  Please  proceed  with  your  question.  

Stephen Lynch  
Okay.  Alright,  thank  you.  So,  our  Subcommittee  on  National  Security  has  been  involved  in  a  
number  of  the  investigations  of  breaches  at  the  White  House,  both  during  the  Trump  
administration  and  also  a  few  during  the  Obama  administration,  as  well  as  some  of  the  
breaches  at  our  embassies  overseas,  including  the  station  at  Benghazi  and  Sena'a  in  Yemen.  
One  of  the  things  I'm  worried  about  here  is  that  we  found  that  the  videotape  r  (b)(7)(E)

And  I'm  just  concerned  that  we  need  to  make  sure  that  we  
get  custody  of  the  tapes  that  had  eyes  on  this  whole  protest.  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

So,  if  we  really--I  would  just  encourage--and  I  know  Chairwoman  Maloney's  on  the  call,  I  just  
heard  from  her,  but  we  should  issue  a  subpoena  to  those  other  institutions  that  had  eyes  on  
this,  to  make  sure  we  get  custody  of  their  videotape  sequences.  And  we  can--I  know  we  have  a  
lot  on  social  media,  but  I'm  very  concerned  about  losing  the  videotape  that  has  been  acquired  
thus  far  by  those  systems.  

f  
.  Thank  you,  I  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

yield  back.  

Steve D'Antuono  
So,  sir,  this  is  Steve  D'Antuono,  again,  AD  to  WFO.  So,  we  are  actively  working  with  our  
partners  (b)(7)(E) per FBI
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13  

FBI  evidentiary  systems.  So,  my  (INAUDIBLE)  agents  and  everyone  else  I  have  working  these  
things  can  review  that  for  not  only  criminal  but  also  for  intelligence  value  as  well  leading  up  to  
this  next  couple  days.  Hope  that  answers  your  question.  

Operator  
Our  next  question  comes  from— 

Steve D'Antuono  
(b)(7)(E) per FBI

Stephen Lynch  
Right.  

Operator  
Our  next  question  will  come  from  Rodney  Davis  with  House  Administration.  Please  go  ahead.  

Rodney Davis  
Hey,  everyone.  Thanks  for  the  briefing.  With  the  planned  vote  on  impeachment  happening  
tomorrow,  are  you  noticing  an  uptick  in  any  of  activity  in  the  security  problems  that  you've  just  
mentioned  before?  And  do  you  believe  that  the  House  campus  has  been  hardened  enough  with  
one  complete  set  of  fencing  around  the  House  campus,  while  the  construction  of  the  second  set  
around  the  entire  office  campus  is  still  being  constructed?  

Steve D'Antuono  
So,  I  believe  as  my  Director--Director  Wray  has  spoken  to  some  of  your  leadership  the  other  
day,  you  know,  he  said  that  the  Capitol  is  probably  the  hardest  target  in  the  country  right  now.  
You  know,  that's  why  we're  concerned  about  where  we're--spill  over  into  other  states  and  such.  
We're  in  cooperation  with  the  Secret  Service.  I  think  you  know  that  NSFB,  that  they  have  
primary  authority  over,  right,  once  the  current  gets  turned  on.  It's  supposed  to  be  turned  on;  my  
understanding  is  tomorrow.  

So,  that's  really  got  hardened,  not  just  the  Capitol  but  the  hardened--sorry,  I'm  a  Rhode  Islander  
so  I  have  an  accent,  hardened  the  overall  structure  of  the  district,  right?  So,  we  always  had  
great  cooperation  with  the  Secret  Service  with  that.  But  also,  to  answer  your  question  about  
planning  upon  the  physical  security.  As  our  Director  I  think  also  said  to  the  leaders  as  well,  you  
know,  our  role  in  federal--for  the  FBI  is  the  law  enforcement  of  (INAUDIBLE)  agency,  and  it's  not  
like  physical  security  or  crowd  control,  so  we  are  not  the  experts  in  determining  if  the  Capitol  
was  hardened  enough.  

Operator  
Our  next  question  will  come  from  Denny  Thompson  with  the  FBI.  Please  go  ahead.  

Denny Thompson  
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It's  Denny  Thompson  with  the  Homeland  Security  Committee.  So,  I'd  like  to  know  what  kind  of  
intelligence  did  you  share  with  the  Capitol  Police?  And  I  heard  the  presentation.  But  I  want  to  
know,  did  your  intelligence  say  that  these  people  were  coming  to  the  Capitol,  had  the  potential  
for  violence,  or  they  talked  about  it?  And  I'm  just  kind  of  interested  in  what  happened.  It  just  
looked--from  somebody  who  was  in  the  Capitol  at  the  time,  that  the  crowd  was  just  woefully  too  
big  for  the  security  personnel  there.  

I'm  just  trying  to  see  if  your  intelligence  said  that  that  was  a  potential  for  violent  crowd  there.  
And  I  guess  the  last  thing  is,  you  know,  I'm  from  Mississippi.  And  when  I  was  a  young  kid,  and  
every  time  there  was  a  demonstration,  in  my  area,  there  was  always  somebody  there  to  arrest  
us.  I'm  just  trying  to  figure  out,  were  you  part  of  the  decision-making  not  to  arrest  anybody  who  
had  breached  the  Capitol,  or  was  that  a  decision  made  by  the  Capitol  Police?  

Michael Sherwin  
You  know,  I  think  AD  Sanborn's  back  on  the  line,  I  believe.  I  think  we've  reaffirmed  the  
connection  with  her.  Jill,  are  you  there?  Do  you  want  to  take  that?  

Jill Sanborn  
Do  you  guys  have  me?  

Michael Sherwin  
Yep.  

Jill Sanborn  
Alright.  I'm  having  to  do  the  star  one  as  well,  so  there's  no  way--it's  not  keeping  me  on  as  a  
speaker,  so  I  apologize  to  all  of  you  on  the  line.  I'll  take  the  first  question  first  on  what  did  we  
share.  It's  a  great  question,  and  I  tried  to  get  to  it  a  little  bit  in  the  presentation.  Despite  the  
information  that  we  were  seeing,  whether  it  was  aspirational  or  intelligence,  we  were  constantly,  
via  the  JTTF  construct,  trying  to  flag  information  that  we  thought  would  be  valuable  to  our  
partners.  And  so  again,  our  biggest  challenge  is  really  trying  to  find  out  and  ferret  that  
intentional  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

t  
(b)(7)(E) per FBI

And  so,  through  the  JTTF  construct,  we  were.  constantly  sharing  that  kind  of  information,  both  
at  Washington  field  and  then  here  in  our  command  post.  I  don't  have  much  to  add  to  the  second  
question,  and  Steve  might  have  more,  but  I  do  not  believe  that  we  were  involved  at  all  in  
decisions  at  the  time  of  who  to  arrest.  And  keep  in  mind  that  the  FBI  mission  is  really  dual-
hatted,  right?  Like  our  role  is  to  protect  people's  right  to  do  just  what  you  said,  sir,  which  is  
assemble  and  have  their  free  speech  and  peaceful  assembly.  So,  we  take  that  part  of  our  
mission  very  seriously  as  well.  But  Steve,  feel  free  to  chime  in.  

Steve D'Antuono  
Yeah.  And  sir,  this  is  Steve  D'Antuono,  again.  So,  we  weren't  involved  with  any  decisions  for  
arrest  or  anything  like  that  with  Capitol  Police.  That's  not  our  role.  Our  role  in  this  was  a  support  
role  to  them.  Once  we  were  asked  for  assistance,  within  I  believe  (b)(7)(E) per FBI
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.  
(b)(7)(E) per FBI

But  we  did  not  have  a  role  in  decision-making  of  arrests.  Also,  you  have  to  realize,  
too,  that  there  are  work  permits  pulled  for  protests.  And  there  was  a  lot  of  protests  being  
planned  which  we  were  aware  of,  but  under  protected  First  Amendment  rights,  it  was  peaceful  
protests  that  were  being  planned.  So  those  were  all  planned  for  the  Capitol  grounds,  so  people  
were  going  there.  And  then,  obviously,  you  know  what  happened,  so  I'm  not  going  to  speculate.  

So--and  had  we  that,  after  then,  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

Operator  
This  concludes  our  question-and-answer  session,  which  also  concludes  our  conference  for  
today.  Thank  you  for  attending  today's  presentation.  You  may  now  disconnect.  
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(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(6)

Thorley, Charles A. (OLA) 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

All-

Thorley, Charles A. (OLA) 

Tuesday, January 12, 2021 5:24 PM 

Antell, Kira M. (OLA); Raimondi, Marc (PAO); Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 

Moran, John (ODAG); Grieco, Christopher (ODAG); Creegan, Erin (ODAG); DiZinno, 

Richard (ODAG); - (NSD); Keilty, Michael (ODAG); Michel, Christopher 
(OAG); Hanson, Alan R. (JMD); Greer, Megan L. (OLA); (NSD) 

RE: FBI Inauguration Briefings - ALL MEMBERS 

As you are aware, FBI and USAO conducted briefs for FBI/DOJ oversight committee leadership (House and Senate) 
today. Both calls went well and concluded with Q&A. General themes were as follows: 

Prevention of Future Actions: The Members' primary concern was future criminal activity. They had questions 
about the safety of the Capitol now, whether there was any uptick in threats related to impeachment, -

and specifically 
asked the Department publicize the potential criminal sentences as a method of deterrence. A few expressed concern 
that 

Intelligence Failure/ Capitol Police Failure: Members wanted to know whether the FBI had the intelligence in 

advance of the attack on the Capitol, ■■■■■■■■■, and whether they shared the intelligence with the 

Capitol Police. One Member asked why no arrests were made on January 6th. Upon being specifically asked, FBI 
stated all issues will examined for investigation and prosecution and including-
Miscellaneous Investigative topics: Members did not question the aggressiveness or pace of investigations and 
prosecutions but had a few questions including 

Additionally, this afternoon's brief to Senate Members regarding the upcoming inauguration included briefs from 
USSS and FBI (DD Bowdich) . Q&A themes included: 

Drones: Several members asked what was being done to keep the Capitol and inauguration attendees safe from 
drones and whether law enforcement has the capacity and capability to intercept any drones that may be detected. 

Foreign Amplification of Threats: Members asked whether threatening messages from US-based groups targeting 
the Capitol or inauguration were being amplified by foreign actors and if so, what was being done to track and disrupt 
such action. 

Law Enforcement Authorities: Several members asked whether both law enforcement agencies had been granted all 
the necessary authorities to be able to respond to threat against the Capitol and the inauguration in a timely manner. 

Thank you. 

From: Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 



Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:46 AM 
To: Raimondi, Marc (PAO) (b )( 6) Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 
(b )( 6) 

Cc: Moran, John (ODAG) (b )( 6) Grieco, Christopher (ODAG) (b)(6) 

Creegan, Erin (ODAG) (b)(6) DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) (b )(6) ... 
(NSD) (b )( 6) ; Keilty, Michael (ODAG) (b )( 6) Michel, Christopher (OAG) 
(b )( 6) Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) (b)(6) Thorley, Charles A. (OLA) 
(b )( 6) Greer, Megan L. (OLA)(b )( 6) (b )( 6) (NSD) 
(b )( 6) 

Subject: RE: FBI Inauguration Briefings - ALL MEMBERS 

SCHEDULED HILL BRIEFINGS 1/12 & 1/13 
1/12 @ 11:30 am: ADIC Steven M. D'Antuono (WFO), USA Michael Sherwin, and AD Jill Sanborn (CTD) brief the 
Chair and RM for the following committees on the events of January 6. 

• House Appropriations (both full committee and Commerce, Justice, Science and Related Agencies) 

• House Permanent Select Committee on Intelligence 

• House Committee on Oversight and Reform 

• House Judiciary Committee 

• House Committee on Homeland Security 

1/12 @ 1:30 pm: ADIC Steven M . D'Antuono, USA Michael Sherwin, and AD Jill Sanborn brief the Chair and RM for 
the following committees on the events of January 6. 

• Senate (both full committee and Commerce, Justice, Science and Related Agencies) 

• Senate Select Committee on Intelligence 

• Senate Judiciary Committee 

• Senate Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs Committee 

• Senate Committee on Rules and Administration 

1/12 @ 3:00 pm: DD Bowdich and AD Jill Sanborn participate in an interagency briefing for all members of the Senate 
coordinated by USSS and the JCCIC on Inauguration security. Agencies listed below. 

• USSS - NSSE Lead, Coordination 

• FBI - NSSE Lead, Intelligence+ Crisis Response 

• FEMA- NSSE Lead, Consequence Management 

• DoD- Recommended is National Guard Bureau 

• USCP - Inaugural Security Plans 

1/13 @ 4:00 pm: DD Bowdich and AD Jill Sanborn participate in an interagency briefing for all members of the House 
coord inated by USSS and the JCCIC on Inauguration security. Agencies listed below. 

• USSS - NSSE Lead, Coordination 

• FBI - NSSE Lead, Intelligence+ Crisis Response 

• FEMA- NSSE Lead, Consequence Management 

• DoD- Recommended is National Guard Bureau 

• USCP - Inaugural Security Plans 

(+Anne Pings) 

From: Raimondi, Marc (PAO) (b)(6) 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 8:25 AM 
To: Antell, Kira M. (OLA) ; Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 

(b )( 6) ; Grieco, Christopher (ODAG) (b)(6) 



----

----

; DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) ;... 
; Keilty, Michael (ODAG) ; Michel, Christopher (OAG) 

; Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) ; Thorley, Charles A. (OLA) 
; Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 

Subject: Re: FBI Inauguration Briefings - ALL MEMBERS 

Plus Kristina. 

Kristina, please send this group the releases at least 15 minutes prior to sending to the media. Longer lead time if 
possible. Please also give this group a heads up on what to expect today release wise and what time to expect it so 
they can be ready to provide to the Hill expeditiously. 

I' ll also send out a schedule of expected information releases to supplement this once I lock down some things. 

OLA, please do the same regarding your events and timing. 

Marc Raimondi 
Acting Director of Public Affairs 
U.S. Department of Justice 

On Jan 12, 2021, at 8:16 AM, Antell, Kira M. (OLA) (b)(6) wrote: 

? 
My understanding is that it is closed to media and by phone (I'll advise if I hear differently) but with such a large 
numbers of attendees, we can assume it will be functionally open. That said, these briefings are Inauguration
focused so I don't think it is critical to move the press call. It would be helpful to coordinate with your office as we did 
last t ime to get the release and charging documents out to the Hill a few minutes before they hit the street. 

From: Raimondi, Marc (PAO) (b )(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 7:52 AM 
To: Antell, Kira M . (OLA) 
Cc: Moran, John (ODAG Grieco, Christopher (ODAG) 
Creegan, Erin (ODAG) DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 
(NSD) ; Keilty, Michael (ODAG) , AG) 

; Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) orley, Charles A. (OLA) 
; Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 

Subject: Re: FBI Inauguration Briefings - ALL MEMBERS 

Will this briefing be open or closed? Televised? 

We were planning a press call at 3 to brief on new cases. Would it be helpful to move that up in the day (if 
operationally possible) ahead of our Hill briefings? 

Marc Raimondi 
Acting Director of Public Affairs 
U.S. Department of Justice 

On Jan 12, 2021, at 7:44 AM, Antell, Kira M. (OLA) (b)(6) wrote: 



(b)(6)

(b)(5)

(b)(6)

? 
Good morning, 

The Joint Congressional Committee on Inaugural Ceremonies (JCCIC) contacted USSS and insisted on an interagency 

aU-member brjefjng on Inauguration security. usss agreed (gn behalf pf au agencjes\ to the briefing for the Senate 
today (3pm - 4pm ET) and House on Wed (TBD) at the Unclassified level. Agencies will provide a five minute overview 
of their roles and preparation for the Inauguration. Q&A to follow. 

Agency Briefers: 
USSS- NSSE Lead, Coordination 
FBI - NSSE Lead, Intelligence+ Crisis Response 
FEMA- NSSE Lead, Consequence Management 
DoD- Recommended is National Guard Bureau 
USCP- Inaugural Security Plans 

FBI feels they must participate given the other agency's participation. DD Bowdich +1 will act as the FBI briefers but 
they are scrambling given the briefings on the events of January 6 today. 

-
Thanks, 
Kira 

Kira Antell 
Office of Legislative Affairs 
Department of Justice 
o: 
c: 
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Allen,  Joseph  J.  

From:  Allen, Joseph J.  

Sent:  Tuesday, January 12, 2021 2:24 PM  

To:  Braverman, Adam L. (ODAG)  

Subject:  FW: Capitol breach inquiries  

Attachments:  ATF Timeline of Coordination for January_ 6_202  (b)(5) .docx  

FYSA see chain bleow.  

From:  Keilty, Michael (ODAG  

Sent:  Tuesday, January 12, 2021 1:01 PM  

To:  Allen, Joseph  

(b)(6)

(b)(6) per ATF
C  (b)(6) per ATF
Subject:  RE: Capitol breach inquiries  

Ok, I will add those points into the summary.  

Thanks,  

Mike  

From:  Allen, Joseph  

Sent:  Tuesday, January 12, 2021 12:59 PM  

To:  Keilty, Michael (O

(b)(6) per ATF

DAG  (b)(6)
C  

Subject:  RE: Capitol breach inquiries  

(b)(6) per ATF

Mike, A couple supplemental points to the summary:  

(b)(5)
Thanks, Joe  

From:  Allen, Joseph J.  

Sent:  Tuesday, January 12, 2021 12:26 PM  

To:  Keilty, Michael (ODAG  (b)(6)
C  (b)(6) per ATF
Subject:  RE: Capitol breach inquiries  

Mike, Summary attached.  Sorry for the delay.  Please let me know if you have any questions or need additional  

information.  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.21584  20210609-0009091  



  


   


      


   


    


 


                     








   


      


      


      


    


  

 


   


      


      


      


   


  


                


    


    


               








  

Thank you, Joe  

From:  Keilty, Michael (ODAG  (b)(6)
Sent:  Tuesday, January 12, 2021 12:17 PM  

To:  Allen, Joseph  (b)(6) per ATF
Subject:  RE: Capitol breach inquiries  

Hi Joe,  

Any luck with this?  Sorry to nag, but I want to get this to the A/DAG as soon as possible.  

Thanks,  

Mike  

From:  Allen, Joseph  

Sent:  Monday, January 11, 2021 11:22 AM  

To:  Keilty, Michael (O  (b)(6) Kilgallon, John (USM  

(b)(6) per ATF

DAG  

Cc:  Donoghue, Richard (ODA  (b)(6) Moran, John (O

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F)

DAG  

Subject:  RE: Capitol breach inquiries  

(b)(6)

Mike, Will do  (b)(5)

Thanks, Joe  

From:  Keilty, Michael (ODAG  (b)(6)
Sent:  Monday, January 11, 2021 11:09 AM  

To:  Allen, Joseph  ; Kilgallon, John (USM  

Cc:  Donoghue, Richard (ODA  Moran, John (ODAG  

(b)(6) per ATF (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(6) (b)(6)
Subject:  Capitol breach inquiries  

Joe and John,  

O  LA in responding to Congressional inquiries regarding the breach of the Capitol last Wednesday.  DAG is assisting O  

To assist us, could yo  

If you  

need more information please giveme a call.  I’m  .  Thanks in advance.  

(b)(5)

(b)(6)

Best,  

Mike  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.21584  20210609-0009092  
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Keilty,  Michael  (ODAG)  

From:  Keilty,  Michael  (ODAG)  

Sent:  Monday,  January 11,  2021 5:32 PM  

To:  Knierim,  Paul  E;  Thiemann,  Robyn  L; Liskamm,  Amanda  N.  (ODAG)  

Subject:  RE:  Capitol  breach inquiries  

Thanks,  Paul.  

From:  Knierim,  Paul  

Sent:  Monday, January 11,  2021 5:30 P

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA

M  

To:  Thiemann, Robyn  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA ; Liskamm,  Amanda N.  (ODAG  

Cc:  Keilty,  Michael (ODAG  

Subject:  RE: Capitol breach inquiries  

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

Please  let me  know if additional  information  is needed.  

Paul E.  Knierim  

Chief of Intelligence  

Drug Enforcement Administration  

Office  

Cellular  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

From:  Thiemann,  Robyn  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA

Sent:  Monday, January 11,  2021 1:51 PM  

To:  Liskamm,  Amanda N.  (ODAG)  (JMD  ;  Knierim,  Paul E  

Cc:  Keilty,  Michael (ODAG)  (JMD  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
Subject:  Re: Capitol breach inquiries  

We did  not have anyone engaged  on  the operational side  .  I  have  (b)(7)(E) per FBI(b)(7)(E) per DEA
added Paul Knierim for details.  

On  Jan 11,  2021,  at 1:48 PM,  Liskamm,  Amanda N.  (ODAG  wrote:  (b)(6)

?  

Hey Mike,  I’m cc’ing Robyn  (COS forDEA)  so she can  assist with  this,  but I do not believe that DEA was  

involved in anything prior to the event.  Letme know if you need  anything else.  Thanks!  

Amanda  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.40436  20210609-0009183  
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From:  Keilty,  Michael (ODAG  (b)(6)
Sent:  Monday,  January 11,  2021 1:42 PM  

To:  Liskamm,  Amanda N.  (ODA  (b)(6)
Subject:  FW:  Capitol breach inquiries  

Hi Amanda,  

Can  you  reach  out to DEA (or provideme a POC)  who can provide this information?  (b)(5)

Thanks,  

Mike  

From:  Keilty,  Michael (ODAG)  

Sent:  Monday,  January 11,  2021 11:09 AM  

To:  Allen,  Joseph  ; Kilgallon,  John  (USMS  

Cc:  Donoghue,  Richard  (ODAG  Moran,  John  (ODAG)  

(b)(6) per ATF (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
Subject:  Capitol breach inquiries  

Duplicative Material

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.40436  20210609-0009184  



  


   


      


   


    


          


    


    





   


      


      


    


         





 


    


   





    


      


         

  

Keilty, Michael (ODAG)  

From:  Keilty,  Michael  (ODAG)  

Sent:  Monday,  January 11,  2021  9:49  AM  

To:  Moran,  John  (ODAG)  

Subject:  FW:  Capitol  breach  inquiries  

Attachments:  Overview US  Capitol  coordination  DRAFT  01102021  U_LES_.pdf;  Overview US  Capitol  

coordination  DRAFT  01102021  U_LES .docx  

We received  this from  USAO-DC.  

Mike  

From: Kohl,  Ken  (USAD  

Sent: Sunday,  January 10,  2021  9:51 PM  

To: Donoghue,  Richard (ODAG  (b)(6) Keilty,  Michael (ODAG  

Subject: RE: Capitol breach  inquiries  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Rich,  I’m  happy to workwith  Mike Keilty on  this.  

(b)(6)

(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per EOUSA/FBI 

Ken  

Kenneth Kohl  

Acting Principal AssistantU.S.  Attorney  

U.S.  Attorney’s Office (DC)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.40394  20210609-0009592  



   


      


       


   


    


  


                 


              





 


 


  


   


       


   


   


   


  

From: Donoghue,  Richard  (ODA  (b)(6)
Sent: Sunday,  January 10,  2021  7:46 PM  

To: Kohl,  Ken  (USAD  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ; Crabb,  John  D.  (USAD  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Cc: Keilty,  Michael (ODAG  (b)(6)
Subject: Fwd:  Capitol breach inquiries  

Ken  and  John,  

Please see email below from  Friday morning.  Mike Keilty still needs someone in  USAO-DCwho can  provide accurate  

info about the planning and  coordination  efforts that preceded Wednesday’  events.  We need  this ASAP.  

Thanks,  

Rich  Donoghue  

Acting DAG.  

Begin  forwarded  message:  

From: "Keilty,  Michael (ODAG)  (b)(6)
Date: January 8,  2021  at 10:35:38 AM  EST  

To: "Sherwin,  Michael (USADC)  

Cc: "Donoghue,  Richard (ODAG)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6)
Subject: Capitol breach inquiries  

Duplicative Material

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.40394  20210609-0009593  
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f

t (NSD) (b)(6)

From: (b)(6) (NSD) 

Sent: Tuesday, January 12, 2021 12:56 PM 

To: Rosen, Je frey A. (ODAG) 

Cc: Donoghue, Richard (ODAG); Moran, John (ODAG); Sherwin, Michael (USADC) 

Subject: AM SIOC BRIEFING 

Sir, 

Here are the highlights f  :rom the SIOC AM brief  

Intel g 

s 

(b)(5) per NSD

g (b)(5), (b)(7)(A) pers NSD and EOUSA

MPD 

Capitol Police 

(b)(5), (b)(7)(A) per NSD (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per EOUSA

(b)(5), (b)(7)(A) per NSD and EOUSA

Secret Service : anticipated demonstration tomorrow at 1200 US Capitol hosted by Shut Down DC. Demonstrators 
will urge Congress to impeach Pres Trump, unknown number of participants 

National Guard troops on ground, expecting addt today. 

(b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

(b)(7)(E) (b)(7)(E)

Media morewanted posters going out this morning re assaults on POs 

Announcement re SIOC : f  ing will resume on Friday 1/15ull sta f  

Best, 

(b)(6)

Document ID: 0.7.4100.30514 20210609-0009100 



OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 
1000 DEFENSE PENTAGON 

WASHINGTON, D .C . 20301-1000 

MEMORANDUM FOR RECORD 

SUBJECT: Timeline for December 31 , 2020- January 6, 2021 

The purpose of this memorandum is to memorialize the planning and execution timeline 
for the Washington, D.C., National Guard's involvement in the January 6, 2021 First 

Amendment Protests in Washington, D.C. 

The timeline is as follows: 

Thursday, December 31, 2020 (New Year's Eve) 

• Mayor Muriel Bowser and Dr. Christopher Rodriguez, D.C. Director of Homeland Security 
and Emergency Management Agency, deliver a written request for D.C. National Guard 
(DCNG) support to D.C. Metro Police Department (MPD) and Fire and Emergency Service. 

Saturday, January 2, 2021 

• The Acting Secretary of Defense (A/SD) confers with the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff (CJCS) and the Secretary of the Army (SECARMY) on the Mayor's wri tten request. 

Sunday, January 3, 2021 

• DoD confirms with U.S. Capitol Police (USCP) that there is no request for DoD support. 

• A/SD meets with select Cabinet Members to discuss DoD support to law enforcement 
agencies and potential requirements for DoD support. 

• A/SD and C.TCS meet with the President. President concurs in activation of the DCNG to 
support law enforcement. 

Monday, January 4, 2021 

• USCP confirms there is no requirement for DoD support in a phone call with SECARMY. 

• The A/SD, in consultation with CJCS, SECARMY, and DoD General Counsel (GC), reviews 
the Department's plan~ prepared to provide support to civil authorities, ifasked, and 
approves activation o:tJlfllnembers of the DCNG to support Mayor Bowser's request. 

o Support provided in response t~ Mayor Bows~ equest includes support at: 
• Traffic Control Points: . ersonnel (- otal/2 shifts); Metro station 

support: - er~o1mel · otal/2 shifts); Weapons of Mass Destrnction Civil 
Support Team: - ersonnel ; and Internal Command and Control: Ill 
personnel. 

o A/SD also authorizes SECARMY to deploy a Quick Reaction Force - ersonnel 
staged at Joint Base Andrews) if additional support is requested by civil authorities. 

Document ID: 0.7.4100.32768-000010 20210609-0009339 



  

Tuesday, January 5, 2021 

• Mayor Bowser delivers a letter addressed to the Acting Attorney General, A/SD, and 
SECARMY confirming that there are no additional support requirements from the D.C. 

• 255 DCNG arrive in D.C. and begin to manage traffic control points alongside local law 
enforcement. 

Wednesday, January 6, 2021 

0830: A/SD and CJCS review DoD plan to support law enforcement agencies and request an 
exercise regarding DoD contingency response options. 

1130: A/SD participates in table-top exercise regarding DoD contingency response options. 

1305: A/SD receives open source reports of demonstrator movements to U.S. Capitol. 

1326: USCP orders evacuation of Capitol complex. 

1334: SECARMY phone call with Mayor Bowser in which Mayor Bowser communicates 
request for unspecified number of additional forces. 

1349: Commanding General, DCNG, Walker phone call with USCP Chief Sund. Chief Sund 
communicates request for immediate assistance. 

1422: SECARMY phone call with D.C. Mayor, Deputy Mayor, Dr. Rodriguez, and MPD 
leadership to discuss the current situation and to request additional DCNG support. 

1430: A/SD, CJCS, and SECARMY meet to discuss USCP and Mayor Bowser's requests. 

1500: A/SD determines all available forces of the DCNG are required to reinforce MPD and 
USCP positions to support efforts to reestablish security of the Capitol complex. 

1500: SECARMY directs DCNG to prepare available Guardsmen to move from the armory to 
the Capitol complex, while seeking formal approval from A/SD for deployment. DCNG 
prepares to move 150 personnel to support USCP, pending A/SD's approval. 

1504: A/SD, with advice from CJCS, DoD GC, the Chief of the National Guard Bureau 
(CNGB), SECARMY, and the ChiefofStaffofthe Army, provides verbal approval of the 
full activation ofDCNG (1100 total) in support of the MPD. Immediately upon A/SD 
approval, Secretary McCarthy directs DCNG to initiate movement and full mobilization. 

In response, DCNG redeployed all soldiers from positions at Metro stations and all 
available non-support and non-C2 personnel to support MPD. DCNG begins full 
mobilization. 

1519: SECARMY phone call with Senator Schumer and Speaker Pelosi about the nature of 
Mayor Bowser's request. SECARMY explains A/SD already approved full DCNG 
mobilization. 

2 
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1526: SECARMYphone call wjth Mayor Bowser and MPD police chief relays there was no 
denial of their request, and conveys A/SD approval of the activation of full DCNG. 

1546: CNGB phone call with the Adjutant General (TAG) of Virginia to discuss support in 
Washington D.C. TAG said Governor had ordered mobilization of forces at 1532. 

1548: SECARMY departs Pentagon for MPD HQ. 

1555: CNGB phone call with TAG ofMaryland to discuss support in Washington D.C. TAG 
said governor ordered the mobilization of the rapid response force. TAG reports Governor 
had ordered mobilization of the rapid response force at 1547. 

1610: SECARMY arrives at MPD I-IQ. 

1618: A/SD, CJCS, SECARMY, and CNGB discuss availability ofNational Guard (NG) forces 
from other States in the region. A/SD gives voice approval for out-of-State NG forces to 
muster and to be prepared to deploy to D.C. 

1632: A/SD provides verbal authorization to re-mission DCNG to conduct perimeter and 
clearance operations in support of USCP. SECARMY to provide public notification of 
support. 

1640: SECARMY phone call with Governor of Maryland. Governor to send Maryland NG 
troops to D.C., expected to arrive on January 7, 2021. 

1702: Departure o- CNG from D.C. Armory in support ofUSCP. Arrive at Capitol at 
1740, swear in with USCP, and begin support operations. 

1745: A/SD signs fo1111al authorization for out-of-State NG to muster and gives voice approval 
for deployment in support of USCP. 

1814: USCP, MPD, and DCNG successfully establish perimeter on the west side of the U.S. 
Capitol. 

1936: A/SD provides vocal approval to lease fences in support of the USCP for security of the 
Capitol building. 

2000: USCP decl ares Capitol building secure. 

3 
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Grieco, Ouistopher (ODAG) 

From: Grieco, Christopher (ODAG) 

Sent: Fri day, January 8, 2021 9:26 AM 

To: Moran, John (ODAG); Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 

Cc: Ante ll, Kira M . (OLA); Ra imondi, Ma rc (PAO); Greer, Megan L. (OLA); Creegan, Eri n 

(ODAG); DiZinno, Richar d (ODAG rijJ@ (NSD); M iche l, Christopher (OAG) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activit ies re: Janua ry 6 Protests 

Freeatthetimes you suggest below. 

From: Moran, John (ODAG (b )(6) 

Sent: Friday, January 8, 20218:20 AM 
To: Hanson, Alan R. (JM (b )(6) 

Cc: Antell, Kira M. ( 0 LA (b)(6) Grieco, Christopher (ODA (b)(6) 

Raimondi, Marc (PA (b)(6) Greer, Megan L (OL (b)(6) Creegan, 
Erin (ODA (b)(6) DiZinno, Richard (ODA (b)(6) rill[LQIWlrm~- (NSD) 
(b )(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG (b)(6) 

Subject: Re: DOJ Activities re: January 6 Protests 

Happy to talk later today. 

John 

On Jan 7, 2021, at 11:39 PM, Hanson, Alan R. (JM (b)(6) w rote: 

? 

Thanks, and I expect that w ill work for me, Kira. 

(b)(5) 

On Jan 7, 2021, at 10:29 PM, Antell, Kira M. (OLA (b)(6) w rote: 

? 
Thanks Alan. I think it would be helpful to have a quick call tomorrow to nail down how, 
and to what extent, we plan to respond to this type of inquiry. It looks like many of us are 
free at 12 :00 or 1 :30. I'm happy to send an inv ite if t hat works for others. 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 7, 2021, at 10:19 PM, Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 

Document ID: 0.7.4100.21617 20210609-0009985 



(b)(6) wrote: 

? 

An add itional set of inqu ir ies from Senate CJS M inor ity staff, now sh ifting 
towa rd interactions with Capito l Hill Police: 

Did the Capitol Police reach out to DOJ for any assistance before January 6 
(possibility of backup if needed, advance intel, etc)? Did DOJ offer any 
assistance before Wednesday to Capitol Police (as in, there may be a large 
protest coming, let us know what you need)? 

Regarding yesterday, d id Capito l Police reach out d irectly to DOJ for 
assistance when the situation started spiraling out of control and if so, 
approximately when? If not, was it MPD o r another LEA that called DOJ 
components for backup? 

On Jan 7, 2021, at 5:34 PM, Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 

(b )(6) wrote: 

? 
Thanks Chris. I th ink our emails crossed. OLA has reached out 
to FBI on th is. As of th is morn ing, FBI OCA represented that 
they spoke yesterday afternoon as events unfolded with staff 
for McCarthy, Pelosi, and McConnell. Those conversations 
were primarily about the FBI response in the moment i.e., the 
number of FBI personnel on the Hill (footage of whom was 
broadcast) and their limited supporting role. I was told that FBI 
is not doing ongoing briefings today. Happy to provide 
additional deta ils by phone if that wou ld be helpful. 

From: Grieco, Ch ristopher (ODAG (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 20215:29 PM 
To: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b )(6) 

Raimondi, Marc (PAO (b)(6) Antell, 
Kira M. (OLA (b)(6) Moran, John 
(ODAG (b)(6) 

Cc: Greer, Megan L (OLA (b)(6) Creegan, 
Erin (ODAG (b)(6) DiZinno, Richa rd 
(ODAG (b)(6) (NSD) 

(b )(6) ; M ichel, Ch ristopher (OAG) 
(b )(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activities re: January 6 Protests 

And oversight demanding briefing from FBI 

https://twitter.com/OversightDems 

Document ID: 0.7.4100.21617 20210609-0009986 
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(b )(5) 

From: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 5:22 PM 
To: Raimondi, Marc (PAO (b )(6) 

Antell, Kira M. (OLA (b )(6) Moran, John 
(ODA (b)(6) Grieco, Christopher 
(ODA (b)(6) 

Cc: Greer, Megan L (OLA (b)(6) Creegan, 
Erin (ODAG (b)(6) DiZinno, Richa rd 
(ODAG (b)(6) (NSD) 

(b )(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG) 

(b )(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activit ies re: January 6 Protests 

New inquiry from House CJS M inority staff ( I have already sent 
them the information provided to Senate CJS Minority staff 
thus far): 

Could you possibly tell me the approximate number of FBI and 
ATF officers and agents and U.S. Marshals w ho were deployed 
to assist yesterday (by agency). I' m provid ing some materials to 

my boss, and I want to be a little mo re specific t han yesterday's 
statement from Acting AG Rosen, if possible. 

Thanks for anything mo re specific you can provide. 

From: Ra imondi, Marc (PAO (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday,January7, 20211:57 PM 
To: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b )(6) Antell, 
Kira M. (OLA (b)(6) Moran, John 
(ODAG (b)(6) Grieco, Christopher 
(ODA (b)(6) 

Cc: Greer, Megan L (OLA (b)(6) Creegan, 
Erin (ODAG (b)(6) DiZinno, Richard 
(ODA (b)(6) rill[mmrm~- (NS D) 

(b )(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG) 
(b )(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activit ies re: January 6 Protests 

I would say (b)(5) 
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(b)(5). (b)C)(A) per EOUSA 

From: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, January 07, 202112:40 PM 
To: Raimondi, Marc (PAO (b)(6) 

Antell, Kira M. (OLA (b)(6) Moran, John 
(ODAG (b)(6) Grieco, Christopher 
(ODAG (b)(6) 

Cc: Greer, Megan L (OLA (b)(6) Creegan, 
Erin (ODAG (b)(6) DiZinno, Richard 
(ODAG (b)(6) P'ill[mmrm-- (NSD) 
(b)(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG) 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activit ies re: January 6 Protests 

Thanks much. For awareness, ALO has received this follow-up 
inqu iry from Senate OS M inority(/incoming Majority) staff in 
response to this statement: 

Yup, th is has been reported by the media. So no one can give 
you more figures/details on resources used (b)(7)(E) per FBI 

Also saw ATF agents assisting with cleanup of the 
Rotunda again in the publicly reported press. At a minimum, 
bot have to have some kind figures as to the 
number of individuals being charged and components should 
know how many officers/agents were sent and what their 
duties were. 

So is it that no one is coord inating at Main? Or that no one 
wants to give us the full information from Main? 

From: Ra imondi, Marc (PAO (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 202112:02 PM 
To: Antell, Kira M. (OLA (b)(6) Moran, 
John (ODAG (b)(6) Grieco, Christopher 
(ODAG (b)(6) 

Cc: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b)(6) Greer, 
Megan L (OLA (b)(6) Creegan, Erin 
(ODAG (b)(6) DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 
(b)(6) Pi!l[mmrm-- (NSD) 
(b)(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG) 
(b)(6) 
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Subject: RE: DOJ Activit ies re: January 6 Protests 

This is going out: 

Acting Attorney General Jeffrey A. Rosen 
Statement "Yesterday, our Nation watched in 
disbelief as a mob breached the Capitol Building and 
required federal and local law enforcement to help 
restore order . The Department ofJustice is 
committed to ensuring that those responsible for this 
attack on our Government and the rule oflaw face 
the full consequences of their actions under the law. 
Our criminal prosecutors have been working 
throughout the night with special agents and 
investigators from the U.S. Capitol Police, FBI, ATF, 
Metropolitan Police Department and the public to 
gather the evidence, identify perpetrators, and charge 
federal crimes where warranted. Some participants 
in yesterday's violence will be charged today, and we 
will continue to methodically assess evidence, charge 
crimes and make arrests in the coming days and 
weeks to ensure that those responsible are held 
accountable under the law." 

From: Antell, Kira M. (OLA (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, January 07, 202111:17 AM 
To: Raimondi, Marc (PAO (b)(6) 

Moran, John (ODAG (b)(6) Grieco, 
Christopher ( ODAG (b)(6) 

Cc: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b)(6) Greer, 
Megan L (OLA (b)(6) Creegan, Er in 
(ODAG (b)(6) DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 
(b)(6) m1m""rm-- (NSD) 
(b)(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG) 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activities re: January 6 Protests 

(b)( 5). (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA 

From: Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 202110:58 AM 
To: Raimondi, Marc (PAO (b)(6) 

Moran, John (ODAG (b)(6) Grieco, 
Christopher ( ODAG (b)(6) 

Cc: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b)(6) Greer, 
Megan L (OLA (b)(6) Creegan, Er in 
(ODA (b)(6) DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 
(b)(6) ~iw~im==== (Nso) 
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(b )(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG) 
(b )(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activit ies re: January 6 Protests 

(b )(5) 

From: Ra imondi, Marc (PAO (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 202110:56 AM 
To: Antell, Kira M. (OLA (b)(6) Moran, 
John (ODAG (b)(6) Grieco, Christopher 
(ODA (b)(6) 

Cc: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b)(6) Greer, 
Megan L (OLA (b)(6) Creegan, Er in 
(ODA (b)(6) DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 
(b )(6) (NSD) 

(b )(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG) 

(b )(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activit ies re: January 6 Protests 

We are working on releasing a statement as soon as it is 
cleared by Mike Sherwin. 

(b)(5) 

From: Antell, Kira M. (OL (b)(6) 

Sent: Th ursday,January07, 202110:47 AM 
To: Moran, John (ODAG (b)(6) Grieco, 
Christopher ( ODAG (b )(6) Raimondi, Marc 
(PAO (b)(6) 

Cc: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b)(6) Greer, 
Megan L (OLA (b)(6) Creegan, Er in 
(ODA (b)(6) DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 
(b )(6) m1mmrm~- (NSD) 
(b )(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG) 
(b )(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activit ies re: January 6 Protests 

Thanks John. Marc, can you please be sure to loop in ALO and 
OLA prior to release of any statement? 

From: Moran, John (ODA (b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 202110:34 AM 
To: Grieco, Chr istopher (ODAG (b)(6) 

Cc: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD (b)(6) Antell, 
Kira M. (OLA (b)(6) Greer, Megan L. 
(OLA (b)(6) Creegan, Erin (ODAG) 

(b )(6) DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 

(b )(6) [IDim (NSD) 
(b )(6) ; M ichel, Christopher (OAG) 

(b )(6) 
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Subject: Re: DOJ Activit ies re: January 6 Protests 

We have a d raft statement in t he works to that effect. 

Regards, 
John 

On Jan 7, 2021, at 10:16 AM, Grieco, Christopher 
(ODA (b )(6) w rote: 

? 
Weshoul (b)(5) 

more insight. 

From: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 
(b)(6) 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 202110:13 AM 
To: Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 

(b)(6) 

Cc: Grieco, Christopher ( ODAG) 
(b)(6) Greer, Megan L (OLA) 
(b)(6) Creegan, Erin (ODAG) 
(b)(6) DiZinno, Richard 
(ODAG (b )(6) 1[Cu,:10m•==== 
(NSD (b )(6) ; M ichel, 
Christopher (OAG (b)(6) 

Moran, John (ODAG) 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activities re: January 6 Protests 

And a follow-on inqu iry from Senate OS M inority 
( incoming Majority) staff from th is morn ing: 

We'd like more information/after action (and 
ongoing action regarding prosecutions) on this 
today. 

From: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 
Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:51 PM 
To: Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 
(b)(6) 

Cc: Grieco, Ch ristopher ( ODAG) 
(b)(6) Greer, Megan L (OLA) 
(b)(6) Creegan, Erin (ODAG) 
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(b)(6) DiZinno, Richa rd 
(ODA (b )(6) 1mtm 
(NSD (b)(6) ; M ichel, 
Christopher (OAG (b)(6) 

Moran, John (ODAG) 
(b)(6) 

Subject: Re: DOJ Activities re: January 6 Protests 

Got it. 

Thanks much, Kira. 

On Jan 6, 2021, at 4:35 PM, Antell, 
Kira M. (OLA) 
(b)(6) wrote: 

? 
Marc Raimondi offered the following 
cleared statement when I asked if we 
had released anyth ing: 

''The Acting Attorney General is 
coord inating with our law 
enforcement partners to add 
additional Federal law enforcement 
support to the Capitol Grounds.'1 

(b)(5) 

I invite 
others on the cha in to chime in if 
they have additional information to 
add. 

-K 
From: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 
(b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 
4:33 PM 
To: Grieco, Ch ristopher ( ODAG) 
(b)(6) Antell, 
Kira M. (OLA) 
(b)(6) 

Cc: Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 
(b)(6) Creegan, 
Erin (ODAG) 
(b)(6) 

DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 
(b)(6) W>ICO] 
- (NSD (b)(6) 
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M ichel, Ch ristopher (OAG) 
(b)(6) 

Moran, John (ODAG) 

(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activities re: 
January 6 Protests 

(b)(5) 

I am passing along 
the following just-received update 
inquiry from Senate CJS Minority 
staff for Departmental response if 
and when such is deemed 
appropriate: 

Soooo t his has taken a t urn for t he 
worse. Can we have an update as to 
DOJ involvement, please? Capitol 
Police has apparently made an open 
appeal for LE assistance/back up. 

From: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 
12:49 PM 

To: Grieco, Christopher ( ODAG) 
(b)(6) Antell, 
Kira M. (OLA) 

(b)(6) 

Cc: Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 
(b)(6) Creegan, 
Erin (ODAG) 

(b)(6) 

DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 
(b)(6) W>ICO] 
- (NSD (b)(6) 

M ichel, Ch ristopher (OAG) 
(b)(6) 

Moran, John (ODAG) 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activities re: 
January 6 Protests 

Got it and will do. Thanks much. 

From: Grieco, Christopher (ODAG) 
(b)(6) 
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Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 
11:49AM 

To: Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 

(b)(6) 

Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 

(b)(6) 

Cc: Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 

(b)(6) Creegan, 
Erin (ODAG) 

(b)(6) 

DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 

(b)(6) 

- (NSD (b)(6) 

M ichel, Ch ristopher (OAG) 

(b)(6) 

Moran, John (ODAG) 

(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activities re: 

January 6 Protests 

Good byme. 

From: Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 

(b)(6) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 
11:46AM 
To: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 

(b)(6) 

Cc: Grieco, Christopher (ODAG) 

(b)(6) Greer, 
Megan L. (OLA) 

(b)(6) Creegan, 
Erin (ODAG) 

(b)(6) 

DiZinno, Richard (ODAG) 
(b)(6) 

- (NSD (b)(6) 

M ichel, Ch ristopher (OAG) 
(b)(6) 

Moran, John (ODAG) 
(b)(6) 

Subject: RE: DOJ Activities re: 

January 6 Protests 

Hi Alan, 

Adding in others here. OPA 
coord inated with BOP as to an 
answer to the first question and 
provided the following bu llets to a 
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-

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

I  do  not  thin  

Below  is  cleared  

language  we  are  using  for  a  HPSCI  

(b)(5)

inquiry.  It  seems  to  m  (b)(5)

LANGUAGE  

Thanks  for  your  inquiry.  With  

respect  to  Department  of  Justice  

efforts,  the  Department  has  

prepared  to  respond  as  necessary  

and  appropriate  to  ensure  that  

constitutional  liberties  and  public  

safety  are  protected.  That  

preparation  has  included  close  

coordination  with  local  authorities  

and  federal  agency  partners,  such  as  

the  Department  of  Defense.  Given  

the  ongoing  and  evolving  nature  of  

the  protests  this  week  and  the  need  
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-

-

to  protect  operational  interests,  we  

are  not  able  to  provide  additional  

details  at  this  time.  We  understand  

your  interest  and  expect  to  continue  

to  update  you  should  additional  

information  become  available.  

From:  Hanson,  Alan  R.  (JMD)  

(b)(6)
Sent:  Wednesday,  January  6,  2021  

11:38  AM  

To:  Moran,  John  (ODAG)  

(b)(6)
Cc:  Grieco,  Christopher  (ODAG)  

Antell,  (b)(6)
Kira  M.  (OLA)  

Greer,  (b)(6)
Megan  L.  (OLA)  

(b)(6)
Subject:  RE: DOJ  Activities  re:  

January  6  Protests  

John,  

We  have  received  the  additional  

inquiries,  below,  on  this  subject  from  

Senate  CJS  Minority.  Please  let  me  

know  if/how  you  would  like  for  us  to  

respond  

).  

(b)(5)

Thanks.  

Alan  

Per  the  latest  NDAA,  federal  law  

enforcement  officers  responding  to  

“civil  disturbances”  must  wear  visible  

identification  including  the  insignia  of  

their  agencies  are  the  uniforms  for  

BOP  COs  coming  to  DC  in  compliance  

with  this  regulation?  

Were  other  agents  and  deputies  

flown  in  (like  USM  (b)(7)(E))  or  are  

these  all  local  DOJ  LEOs?  Who  is  in  

charge  of  these  teams?  One  of  my  

colleagues  on  another  committee  
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indicated  that  while  MPD  has  

primary  responsibility,  that  DOJ/FBI  

has  first  chair  for  assistance/aid  to  

local  LE  and  DHS  has  first  chair  for  

assistance  with  protection  of  federal  

property.  

Doesn’t  the  FBI  have  a  command  

post  set  up  as  well?  Are  any  DOJ  air  

assets  being  used?  

From:  Hanson,  Alan  R.  (JMD)  

Sent:  Monday,  January  4,  2021  

11:47  AM  

To:  Antell,  Kira  M.  (OLA)  

Moran,  (b)(6)
John  (ODAG)  

(b)(6)
Cc:  Grieco,  Christopher  (ODAG)  

Greer,  (b)(6)
Megan  L.  (OLA)  

Subject:  RE: DOJ  Activities  re:  

January  6  Protests  

(b)(6)

Agreed.  Thanks  much,  John.  

From:  Antell,  Kira  M.  (OLA)  

(b)(6)
Sent:  Monday,  January  4,  2021  

11:25  AM  

To:  Moran,  John  (ODAG)  

(b)(6)
Cc:  Grieco,  Christopher  (ODAG)  

Hanson,  (b)(6)
Alan  R.  (JMD)  

Greer,  (b)(6)
Megan  L.  (OLA)  

(b)(6)
Subject:  RE: DOJ  Activities  re:  

January  6  Protests  

Thanks  John.  I  think  that  is  sufficient  

for  our  needs  for  now.  We  will  let  

you  know  if  we  get  further  inquiries.  

From:  Moran,  John  (ODAG)  

(b)(6)
Sent:  Monday,  January  4,  2021  
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-

11:25  AM  

To:  Antell,  Kira  M.  (OLA)  

(b)(6)
Cc:  Grieco,  Christopher  (ODAG)  

Hanson,  (b)(6)
Alan  R.  (JMD)  

Greer,  (b)(6)
Megan  L.  (OLA)  

(b)(6)
Subject:  Re: DOJ  Activities  re:  

January  6  Protests  

Kira,  

MPD  has  primary  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

responsibility  here;  the  DC  USAO  is  in  

close  contact  with  MPD  and  ready  to  

provide  support  and  assistance  as  

needed.  It’s  fine  to  relay  that,  but  I  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

Regards,  

John  

On  Jan  4,  2021,  at  

10:44  AM,  Antell,  Kira  

M.  (OLA)  

wrote:  

(b)(6)

?  

Good  morning,  

Senate  CJS  Minority  has  

reached  out  to  Alan  

(copied  here)  to  ask  

what  the  Department’s  

plans  are  for  protests  

on  January  6  and  

whether  there  plans  to  

deploy  additional  LEA  

personnel.  I  

Is  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

there  any  information  

or  a  statement  we  can  
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share?  Happy  to  

coordinate  with  others  

or  jump  on  a  call.  

Thanks,  

Kira  

Kira  Antell  
Office  ofLegislative  
Affairs  
Department  of Justice  

(b)(6)
(b)(6)
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-----------------------

- ■ 

t  (NSD)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

From:  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NSD)  

Sent:  Thursday,  January 7,  2021 2:39 PM  

To:  Rosen,  Jeffrey A.  (ODAG);  Donoghue,  Richard (ODAG)  

Cc:  Moran,  John  (ODAG);  Creegan,  Erin  (ODAG);  Hodes,  Jarad  (ODAG);  Sherwin,  Michael  

(USADC)  

Subject:  1430 update  

Sir,  

Here are the latest round of updates…  

r  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

MPD: Nothing to report.  

Capitol Police:  Mobile fencing still being installed.  Command Post at CP HQ, fifth floor conference room  (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

National Guard: significant of personnel  (b)(7)(E)troops on ground currently, primarily DC, someMD, someVA.  

Spread to Capitol grounds and outlying building  (b)(7)(E traffic points.  

(b)(3) per ATF; (b)(7)(A), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per NSD, EOUSA; (b)(7)(E) per FBI

Best,  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Acting  Chiefof  Counterterrorism  
National  Security  Division  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
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Raimondi,  Marc  (PAO)  

From:  Raimondi,  Marc  (PAO)  

Sent:  Thursday,  January  7,  2021  1:29  PM  

To:  Stueve,  Joshua  (PAO)  

Subject:  FW:  Capitol  response  - DOJ  LE  numbers  

From  (NSD  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Sent:  Thursday,  January  07,  2021  12:03  PM  

To:  Rosen,  Jeffrey  A.  (ODAG  

Cc:  Donoghue,  Richard  (ODA  Raimondi,  Marc (PAO)  

Creegan,  Erin  (ODAG  Hodes,  Jarad  (ODAG)  

Moran,  John  (ODA  Sherwin,  Michael  (USADC)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Subject:  Capitol  response  - DOJ  LE  numbers  

Sir,  

Good  aft  hemost  e DOJ LE response dat  o FBI,  ATF,  and USMS senior  ernoon.  This  is  t  accurat  a  according  t  

management.  

FBI  appro  personnel  (b)(7)(E) p  

FBI  response t  ol and grounds on  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021:  o  US  Capit  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI
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-

(b)(7)(A) per EOUSA; (b)(7)(E) per FBI
(b)(7)(E) per FBI

USMS  (b)(7)(Epersonnel  

On  January 6,  2021  at approxima  e  (b)(7)(E) he USMS deploye  (b)(7)(E he response t  ol.  This  , t  personnel for t  o Capit  

number include  (b)(7)(E) t  (b)(7)(E) .  Th  eam  wi  (b)(7)(E)

personne  (b)(7)(E) ,  conduct  erio  (b)(7)(E)ed  ext  

Meanwhile,  Deputy  U.S.  Marshals  including  

personnel  from  h  

Deputy  Marshals  conduc  e  

Deputy  Marshals  also  

Finally,  Deputy  Marshals  

.  Deputy  U.S.  Marshals  were  relieved  from  

their assignmen  .  

(b)(7)(E)

(b)(7)(E)

(b)(7)(E)

(b)(7)(E)

(b)(7)(E)

ATF  personnel  

(b)(7)(E) per ATF
(b)(7)(E

Total DOJ  personne  (b)(7)(E) per F personnel  

Best,  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Acting  Chiefof  Counterterrorism  
National  Security  Division  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
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Grieco, Christopher (ODAG)  

From:  Grieco,  Christopher  (ODAG)  

Sent:  Thursday,  January 7,  2021 12:47 PM  

To:  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NSD)  

Subject:  RE:  Capitol  response  - DOJ  LE  numbers  

Thanks.  

From  (NSD  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
Sent: Thursday, January 7,  2021 12:45 PM  

To: Grieco,  Christopher (ODAG  

Subject: FW: Capitol response - DOJ LE numbers  

Chris,  

Inadvertently left you  off of this…  

Best,  

(b)(6)

Acting  Chiefof  Counterterrorism  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

National  Security  Division  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

From  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (NSD)  

Sent: Thursday, January 7,  2021 12:03 PM  

To: Rosen,  Jeffrey A.  (ODAG  

Cc: Donoghue,  Richard (ODA  Raimondi,  Marc (PAO)  

Creegan,  Erin  (ODAG  Hodes,  Jarad  (ODAG)  

Moran,  John  (ODA  Sherwin,  Michael (USADC)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Subject: Capitol response - DOJ LE numbers  

Duplicative Material
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Mastropasqua, Kristina  (PAO)  

From:  Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO)  

Sent:  Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:07 AM  

To:  Lombardo, Regina  

Subject:  Re: ATF Response - Capital Disturbance  

Ha good! I tol  (b)(6) per ATFto push it to at least a dozen reporters. We are putting out statements and press  

releases and doing backgrounders. We are in full proactive media mode. I’m just getting to usao dc now  

and will be between there and wfo all day.  

Kristina Mastropasqua  

Office of Public Affairs  

Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 7, 2021, at 11:05 AM, Lombardo, Regin  wrote:  (b)(6) per ATF

? Marvin just cleared the statement but i added a sentence lol  

Sent from my iPad  

Kristina (PAO)  On Jan 7, 2021, at 9:30 AM, Mastropasqua,

(b)(6) wrote:  

? 10-4. Thank you for sharing.  

Kristina Mastropasqua  

Office of Public Affairs  

Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 7, 2021, at 9:28 AM, Lombardo, Regina  

wrote:  (b)(6) per ATF

? This is what I sent out yesterday  For you only.  

Sent from my iPhone  

Begin forwarded message:  

From: "Lombardo, Regina  (b)(6) per ATF
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Date: January 6, 2021 at 4:06:36 PM EST  

To: "Chittum, Thomas L.  

Cc: "Richardson, Marvin G."  

(b)(6) per ATF

"  

, "Allen, Joseph J."  

, "Watson, Marcus S."  

(b)(6) per ATF

(b)(6) per ATF

(b)(6) per ATF

(b)(6) per ATF
Subject: Re: ATF R  -esponse  Capital  Disturbance  

? Perfect. Thank you.  Ill send to rich and other ... thanks  

Team  

Sent from my iPad  

, Thomas  On Jan 6, 2021, at 4:04 PM, Chittum

(b)(6) per ATF wrote:  

?  

Per  our  call.  

Tom  Chittum  

(b)(6) per ATF

From: Watson, Marcus S.  

(b)(6) per ATF
Sent: Wednesday, January 06, 2021 4:03 PM  

To: Chittum Thom L.  ,  as  

(b)(6) per ATF
Subject: ATF Response - Capital Disturbance  

AD Chittum,  

The ATF Washington Field Division received a  

request today, January 6, 2021, at approximately  

2:40 PM, from the US Capital Police relating to  

suspected explosive devices discovered around the  

US Capital Building.  Subsequent to the initial  

request, therewas a breach of the outer and inner  

perimeter of the building by a unruly mob of  

protesters who were assem  on  bled  the Capital  

grounds.  

(b)(7)(E) per ATF
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(b)(7)(E) per ATF

Marcus  Watson  

Departemnt  ofJustice  

Bureau  ofATF  

Deputy  Assitant  Director-East  

(b)(6) per ATF
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(b)(6) per ATF

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

From:  

Sent:  

To:  

Cc:  

Subject:  

Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:48 PM  

Lombardo, Regina  

Re: ATF Response - Capital Disturbance  

I got it. Thanks  

On Jan 6, 2021, at 4:46 P  wrote:  (b)(6) per ATF

?  

Sir, wanted to ensure you received themessage. Deputy Director Lombardo is getting an errormessage  

from your account.  

Thanks.  

From:  Lombardo, Regin  

Sent:  Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:14 PM  

(b)(6) per ATF

To:  Donoghue, Richard (ODAG  

; Allen, Joseph  

Cc:  Bowdich, David L. (DO) (FB  ; Washington, Donald (USMS)  

(b)(6) per ATF
(b)(6) per ATF (b)(6) Marvin Richardson per ATF

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
Subject:  FW: ATF Response - Capital Disturbance  

Rich, here is a quick brief of ourATF resources at the US Capital.  We are in good communication with  

Capital Police. .  See below for the details.  

In addition :  ATF Arson and Explosives group is working the explosive devicewith both USCP and the  

FBI.  Wewill keep you informed as operational incidents progress.  We have a solid plan to continue to  

deploy as needed for however long is necessary.  RL  

From:  Chittum, Thomas  

Sent:  Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:04 PM  

(b)(6) per ATF

To:  Lombardo, Regin  ; Richardson, Marvin G.  

; Allen, Joseph J.  

Cc:  Watson, Marcus  

(b)(6) per ATF
(b)(6) per ATF

(b)(6) per ATF
(b)(6) per ATF

(b)(6) per ATF
Subject:  FW: ATF Response - Capital Disturbance  

Duplicative Material
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--------------------(b)(6) per ATF

From:  (b)(6) per ATF

Sent:  Thursday,  January 7,  2021 11:05  AM  

To:  Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

Subject:  RE:  Capitol  events  ASAP  req  - uest  

Please add the Agents from both Washington  & Baltimore Field Divisions & Certified Explosive Specialist Bomb  

Technicians from ATF?  I don’t want the Agents from the Field Offices being left out.  

R/,  

(b)(6) per ATF
Chief,  Public Affairs Division,  ATF  

99 New York Ave.,  N.E.,  Washington,  D.C.  20226  

/  (b)(6)(b)(6) per ATF

From: Mastropasqua,  Kristina (PAO  (b)(6)
Sent: Thursday,  January 7,  2021 11:00 AM  

T  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI (OPA) (FB  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

C  (USM  

Justin  B.  Lon  

Subject: Capitol events - ASAP request  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F) - DEA (b)(6) per ATF(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Team ,  sorry for quick ask butwe are working on a Pr and need to  know  what your agencies did to  contribute  

support yesterday.  Please send a few  lines/statement,  ifpossible one  .  ethat is chronological,  ASAP  Already hav  

atf,  dea please confirm ifyour agency was not deployed.  

Also please confirm your response teams below:  

FBI  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

ATF  

·  Special Response Teams  

USMS  Capital  Area  Regional  Fugitive  Task  Force  

·  USM  (b)(7)(E)

·  USMS Headquarters  

BOP  
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----------------------------------------------

·  (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Thank you!  

Kristina Mastropasqua  

Office ofPublic Affairs  

Department ofJustice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 6,  2021,  at 6:08 PM  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI (OPA) (FB  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI wrote:  

?  
Hi  Kristina/All,  

FBI's Washington  Field  Office  is  providing  the  below statements.  I  believe  our  Baltimore  Office  

is also providing  a  similar  statement regarding  their  assistance.  I'll  get that and  forward if no  

one  has  sent it over  yet.  

Thanks,  
(b)(6), (b)(7)   

Capitol:  

“The FBI has been  deployed  to assist our U.S.  Capitol Police partners as  

requested in  protection  of federal property and public safety.”  

Devices:  

“Along with  our law enforcement partners,  the FBI  Washington  Field Office  

responded  to reports of suspicious devices.  The investigation  is ongoing.”  

Updated statement on devices:  

“Two suspected  explosive devices were rendered  safe by the FBI  and  our  

law enforcement partners.  The investigation  is ongoing.”  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

FBI National  Press Office  

(m  **WFH**  

(d  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

FBI.gov|  @FBI  

All correspondence contained in  this  e-mail,  to  include  all names  and  associated  contact information,  may be subject  

to  the Freedom  ofInformation  Act (FOIA),  5  U.S.C.  §  552.  

Confidentiality Statement:  This  message  is  transmitted  to you  by the  National  Press  Office  of the  Federal  Bureau  of  

Investigation.  The  message,  along  with  any attachments,  may be  confidential.  If you  are  not  the  intended  recipient of this  

message,  please  promptly destroy it without  further retention  or  uired by law).  Please  dissemination  (unless  otherwise  req  

notify the  sender of the  error by a  separate  e  mail.  
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From  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI (OPA) (FB  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

Sent: Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 3:40 PM  

To: NPO <NPO@FBI.GOV>  

Subject: Fw: Protests this week  

FYSA:  

From: Mastropasqua,  Kristina (PAO  (b)(6)
Sent: Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 3:26 PM  

T  (OPA)  (FB  

(USM  

Justin  B.  Lon  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F) - DEA

(b)(6) per ATF(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

Subject: [EXTERNALEMAIL]  - Protests this week  

Everyone,  please  let me  know ifyou’re  getting inquiries  about ev  at the  Capitol and keep  ents  me  

posted ifyour agency  is  providing  support.  Want to  make  sure  we  are  all in  the  loop  and  

coordinated.  

Thank you  

?Hi all -

Please  lmk ifyou’re  preparing  statements  ance  in  adv  ofpossible  unrest this  week  and/or ifyour  

agencies  will be  contributing  support to  the  area.  

Thanks  and happy  new  year!  

Kristina  Mastropasqua  

Office  ofPublic  Affairs  

Department ofJustice  

(b)(6)
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(b)(6) (NSD) 

From: (b)(6) (NSD) 

Sent: Thursday, January 7, 2021 11:00 AM 

To: Rosen, Je frey A. (ODAG); Donoghue, Richard (ODAG) 

Cc: Moran, John (ODAG); Creegan, Erin (ODAG); Hodes, Jarad (ODAG); Sherwin, Michael 

(USADC) 

Subject: 1100 update 

Sir, 

Wewillhave the finalLEnumbers foryou from allDOJ agencies in approximately 20minutes. 

Mayor’s press conf  or 1100 today. The FBI and other ference is scheduled f  ederal agencies have declined to 

participate. 

The Intel division is tracking a national f  or people to go to the state capitols around 1700ascism call. The call asks f  

today. 

DC Metro system reported 40,000 riders yesterday. Ridership is down today- approximately 17,000 which is on track 

with the numbers from last week 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA; (b)(7)(E) per FBI

TheNational Capitol Police- their command post remains open. Repairs are ongoingwithin the capitol. They will be 

adding concrete barriers to surround the Capitol’s perimeter. 

(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA; (b)(7)(E) per FBI

DC National Guard- currentl (b)(7)(E) personnel are currently deployed with up t (b)(7)(E) who will be deputized as special 

police o ficers. An addition (b)(7)(E) will arrive from surrounding jurisdictions to assist. 

(b)(5), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA; (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(5), (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA; (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

DC National Guard: 30 tra f  (b)(7)(E) personnel currently deployed, up to as much oic control points in the city 

personnel, who will be deputized by MDP and Capitol Police as special police o f

(b)(7)(E)

icers. MD National Guard will also 

replace someDC national guard. Addition (b)(7)(E) will arrive from surrounding states to augment DC National Guard 

personnel. Close t (b)(7)(E) national guard total. 
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Best,  

(b)(6)
Acting  Chiefof  Counterterrorism  
National  Security  Division  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6)
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(b)(6)

Benedict,  Ashan  M.  

From:  Benedict,  Ashan M.  

Sent:  Thursday,  January 7,  2021 8:58 AM  

To:  Donoghue,  Richard (ODAG)  

Cc:  (ODAG)  

Subject:  Re:  Yesterday’s Numbers  

Thanks,  Rich.  

I had  approximatel  (b)(7)(E ATF special  agents including  our AT  (b)(7)(E) in  that number working inside  the  Capitol  

yesterday.  In  concert with USCP Tactical.  

I  had  anothe  ATF agents working  the  explosive device  scene  with  USCP bomb squa  (b)(7)(E)(b)(7)(E

Let me  know if you  need  anything further.  Thanks.  Ashan  

Ashan  M.  Benedict  

Special  Agent in  Charge  

Washington Field Division  

Cel  (b)(6)

> On  Jan  7,  2021,  at 8:46 AM,  Donoghue,  Richard (ODAG  wrote:  (b)(6)
>  

> Ashan,  

>  

> I'm  seeing  some  preliminary reporting  that indicates that ATF has approximatel  (b)(7)(E personnel  on site  at  

the  Capitol  yesterday.  I  would  estimate  a  higher number.  Any idea  how many you  had  over there  before  all  

was said  and done?  

>  

> I'm  cc'in  (b)(6) from  the  National  Security Division as he's helping  to gather some  of this info.  

>  

> Thanks and,  once  again,  great job yesterday.  

>  

> Rich  
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(b)(6) (NSD)  

From:  (b)(6) (NSD)  

Sent:  Thursday,  January 7,  2021 12:42  AM  

To:  Donoghue,  Richard  (ODAG)  

Subject:  RE:  2315  update  

Will do  

Best,  

Acting  Chiefof  Counterterrorism  

(b)(6)
National  Security  Division  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6)

From:  Donoghue,  Richard (ODA  (b)(6)
Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 11:59 PM  

T  (NSD  (b)(6) (b)(6)

Subject:  Re: 2315  update  

Thank  (b)(6) .  happens tonig  Call me if anything  ht.  

On  Jan  6,  2021,  at 11:21 PM  (NS  wrote:  (b)(6) (b)(6)

?  

Sir,  

Cong  remains in  session.  Additional fencing  sent to protect the Capitol square; the bomb  ress  is being  

techs have been  released from  the Capitol grounds.  

.  MPD is arresting curfew violators as they leave their  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

hotels;  some have had  tasers,  pipes,  nunchucks,  etc.  

Th  and  come to D  has been  located  in  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(7)(A) (b)(7)(A)
(b)(7)(A)
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US Secret Service is looking into Twitter threats concerning the Naval Observatory and  the Vice  

President-elect.  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

A documentary film  maker has been  identified  who mig  e of the US Capitol beinght have footag  

breached.  

A total of 5,000 National Guard troops are being sent to DC from  a variety of states including VA,  MD,  

PA,  DE,  NY.  

Best,  

(b)(6)
ActingChiefofCounterterrorism  
National  Security  Division  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6)
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(b)(7)(E)

(b)(7)(E)

o

t (NSD) (b)(6)

From: (b)(6) (NSD) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 10:45 PM 

To: Rosen, Jeffrey A. (ODAG); Donoghue, Richard (ODAG) 

Cc: Moran, John (ODAG); Creegan, Erin (ODAG); Hodes, Jarad (ODAG); Sherwin, Michael 

(USADC) 

Subject: 2230 update 

Sir, 

We don’t have further information at this time. 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

Acco  media repo  cked President Trump ut his unt (the lo  ut will last fo  urs),rding to  rts, Twitter has lo  o  acco  cko  r 12 ho  

and Faceb ok has also blo  acco  r 24 ho  citing po  latio related to video hecked the president’s unt fo  urs licy vio  ns a 

posted to his supporters. 

(b)(5), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

State Update: 

NY NY is repo  (b)(7)(E) Natio  assist in DCrtedly sendin nal Guard members to  

MA MA is sendin National Guard members to DC and 200 state tr opers 

VA VA is sendin National Guard members 

Best, 

(b)(6)
Acting Chiefof Counterterrorism 
National Security Division 
U.S. Departmentof Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20530 
(b)(6)
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(b)(6)

Rosen,  Jeffrey  A.  (ODAG)  

From:  Rosen,  Jeffrey A.  (ODAG)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  9:26 PM  

To:  (NSD)  

Subject:  Re:  2100 update  

(b)(6) can you  call  me  at office  ,  and  send  me  your current cell?  

Jeff  

Sent from  my iPhone  

On Jan 6,  2021,  at 9:07 PM  (NSD  wrote:  (b)(6) (b)(6)

?  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

More on that in the next update.  

Best,  

Acting  Chief  ofCounterterrorism  

(b)(6)
National  Security  Division  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6)

From  (b)(6) (NSD)  

Sent:  Wednesday, January 6, 2021 9:02 PM  

To:  Rosen, Jeffrey A. (ODA  Donoghue, Richard (ODAG)  

Cc:  Moran, John (ODA  Creegan, Erin (ODAG)  

Hodes, Jarad (ODA  

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
Subject:  2100 update  

Sir,  

U.S. Capitol:  House and Senate are in session.  Source reporting indicate  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

ATF is running traces on the firearms found in the truck and on the  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

owner.  (*Please notewe have been told that the NYTimes has run a story on the pickup that contains  
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-

incorrect information.)  FB (b)(7)(E) per FBII ha  

e  

Enforcement:  MPD is preparing to aggressively enforce violators to clear the area around the capitol,  

which may lead to APO charges.  They are also prepared to engagewith protestors that were expected  

to leave the JWMarriot at 2030.  

.  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(5), (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

State updates:  

DC  thememorials will remain closed after two individuals attempted to enter the Lincoln Memorial;  

the subjects are in custody.  

MD  TheMaryland National Guard  (b)(7)(E) personnel) has been activated to assist DC law enforcement.  

CA  Sacramento  11 have been arrested in Sacramento following gatherings near the capitol.  

Best,  

(b)(6)
ActingChiefofCounterterrorism  
National  Security  Division  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950  Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6)
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o

t (NSD) (b)(6)

From: (b)(6) (NSD) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 8:05 PM 

To: Rosen, Jeffrey A. (ODAG); Donoghue, Richard (ODAG) 

Cc: Moran, John (ODAG); Creegan, Erin (ODAG); Hodes, Jarad (ODAG) 

Subject: 2000 update 

Sir, 

The U.S. Capito  lice have anno  l is clear; the A/DAG has been thro  use andl Po  unced that the U.S. Capito  ugh the Ho  

Senate Chambers perso  can nfirm the interio  secure. Law enfo  ned thro  ut thenally and co  r is rcement is statio  ugho  

building. The VP is back in the Senate Chamber, and the Ho  ld Ho  ngress willuse Speaker has to  usemembers that Co  

co  unting electo vo  me pro  rs ntinue to  utside.ntinue co  ral tes starting at 2000. So  testo co  linger o  

MPD co  investigatemultiple assaults in and und the US Capito  rting 15 arrests and 8 EMSntinues to  aro  l. Media is repo  

transports o  urse o  day’s events. Therewas a co  over the co  f to  nfirmed stabbing at 12th and Penn; MPD has units n 

the scene. [There is an nfirmed repo  f a ntro  n f a device near 4th and Mass.] MPD hasunco  rt o co  lled disruptio o  

arrested a ssessio o  to  cktail and AR; it is unclear if he has any co  n thersubject in po  n f a M lo v co  an nnectio t o  

incidents. 

DOJ/FBI (b)(6), (b)(7)(A), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

State updates: 

VA has issued a f Emergency and rdered curfews in Alexandria and Arlingto  rding toState o  o  n. Acco  themedia, the 

governor is bilizingmembers f the VA Natio  an (b)(7)(E) pers to help DC.mo  o  nal Guard Virginia state tr o  

WA state patrol have cleared the state governo  n unds after peor’s mansio gro  ple breached the fence in Olympia, WA. 

There are reports that the Illinois state po  mb threat at its Rolice is investigating a “credible” bo  ute 51 headquarters in 

Du Quoin, IL. 

GA Fulto Co  t co  cess stpo  o  f an abundance o  n r safetyn unty’s ballo  unting pro  has been po  ned ut o  f cautio fo  

co  acco  a unty spo  n.ncerns, rding to co  kesperso  

Utah US Atto  nfirmed that pro  l are peaceful.rney co  tests at the UTState Capito  

Best, 

(b)(6)
Acting Chiefof Counterterrorism 
National Security Division 
U.S. Departmentof Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20530 
(b)(6)
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Weinsheimer, Bradley (ODAG)  

From:  Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  7:18  PM  

To:  Thiemann,  Robyn  L  

Cc:  Elieson,  Dayle  

Subject:  RE:  5pm  call  now pushed  back to 6pm  

Got it.  Thanks,  Brad.  

-----Original  Message-----

From:  Thiemann,  Robyn  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA
Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 7:00 PM  

To:  Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG  ;  Whitaker,  Henry C.  (OLC)  

Cc:  Elieson,  Dayl  

Subject:  RE:  5pm  call  now pushed  back to 6pm  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

Greetings,  Team  -

Our  DC SAC is at the  FBI  WFO  command  center.  As of 6:30pm,  he  reports that there  have  been  no requests  

for  DEA assistance.  We  will  remain  in  ready mode!  

We  will  be  getting  regular  updates,  and  I'll  let you  know if that situation  change  (b)(5)

Thank you!  

RT  

-----Original  Message-----

From:  Thiemann,  Robyn  L  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 6:01 PM  

To:  'Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG  ;  Whitaker,  Henry C.  (OLC)  (JMD)  

Cc:  Elieson,  Dayl  

Subject:  RE:  5pm  call  now pushed  back to 6pm  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

And  our  call  is now pushed  back to 6:30.  We  will  update  thereafter!  

-----Original  Message-----

From:  Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG  (b)(6)
Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 5:40 PM  

To:  Whitaker,  Henry C.  (OLC)  (JMD  ;  Thiemann,  Robyn  L  

Cc:  Elieson,  Dayl  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA

(b)(6)

Subject:  RE:  5pm  call  now pushed back to 6pm  
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Thanks,  Brad.  

(b)(5)

-----Original  Message-----

From:  Whitaker,  Henry C.  (OLC  (b)(6)
Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 5:35  PM  

To:  Thiemann,  Robyn  

Cc:  Elieson,  Dayl  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA
(b)(6)

; Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG)  

Subject:  RE:  5pm  call  now pushed back to 6pm  

(b)(5)

-----Original  Message-----

From:  Thiemann,  Robyn  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA
Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 5:32  PM  

To:  Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG  

Cc:  Whitaker,  Henry C.  (OLC  ;  Elieson,  Dayl  

Subject:  Re:  5pm  call  now pushed  back to 6pm  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA(b)(6)
(b)(6)

Hi  Brad  - we  have  an  internal  call  at 6pm  to get a  read  out from  our  DC SAC  on  what assistance  Capitol  

Police  and/or  MPD  are  requesting from  us,  if any.  Will  be  back in  touch  thereafter!  

> On  Jan  6,  2021,  at 5:26 PM,  Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG)  (JMD  (b)(6)
wrote:  

>  

> That's fin  (b)(5)

> Thanks,  Brad.  

>  

> Brad Weinsheimer  

> Associate  Deputy Attorney General  

> Offic  

> Cel  (b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6)
>  

>  

>  

>  

> -----Original  Message-----

> From:  Thiemann,  Robyn  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA
> Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 5:08 PM  

> To:  Whitaker,  Henry C.  (OLC  

> Cc:  Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG  ;  Elieson,  Dayle  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - DEA

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

> Subject:  5pm  call  now pushed back to 6pm  

>  
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> So I  won't have  info until  after  6pm.  Apologies.  

>  

> Brad  (b)(5)
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f

f

f

f f

(b)(6) (NSD) 

From: (b)(6) (NSD) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 7:10 PM 

To: Rosen, Je frey A. (ODAG) 

Cc: Donoghue, Richard (ODAG); Moran, John (ODAG); Hodes, Jarad (ODAG); Creegan, 

Erin (ODAG) 

Subject: 1900 SIOC update 

Importance: High 

Sir, 

Here is wherewe are now… 

Capitol Building: Order is being restored inside the Capitol Building. Senate and Housemembers are sheltering in 

place until they can be evacuated t (b)(7)(E) . VP Pence is reportedly still in the building. Once the building has 

been cleared, we arewaiting to hear if Congress will reconvene. Outsid (b)(7)(E) National Guard personnel have arrived 

at the grounds and areworking with the U.S. Park Police and MPD to establish a perimeter. MPD is actively enforcing 

the 6pm curf  olks home and reminding them of  yet, no arrestsew by ushering f  imminentmetro closures (8pm); as of  

have been made f  ew violations. Multiple arrests have been made over the past twenty-f  or assaultsor curf  our hours f  

and illegal possession o f  irmed that one firearms. It has been conf  emale civilian was shot and killed by Capitol Police 

and onemale died of a heart attack inside. Other than minor injuries, law enf  e.orcement personnel are otherwise saf  

Resources: Full activation of the DC guard and assistance from theMaryland and Virginia guard has been requested 

we anticipate that several hundred more troops will arrive shortly. Additional resources across the USG (e.g., tactical 

response teams) are on standby; DEA is evaluatin . 

Investigation and Prosecution: FBI will be 

(b)(5) per DEA
(b)(7)(E) per FBI

DOJ: CTS is working with DDC an (b)(7)(E) per FBI

Summary of activity in state capitals: 

Kansas: Local news reported that people have breached the statehouse. The United States Attorney has confirmed to 

CTS that all state and f  acilities are saf  ul and thereederal f  e. While small protests are going on, they have been peacef  

has not been any breach. 

Georgia: There have been news reports of an evacuation of the State Capitol. CTS has made contact with the United 

States Attorney’s O fice. The USAO has reported that the Capitol was evacuated as a precautionary measure. They 

are reporting small peaceful protests only. 

Utah: The State Capitol building sta f has reportedly evacuated. CTS has reached out to the o ficewithout response. 

However, news reports indicate that therewas no evacuation but instead workers at the State Capitol were given an 

opportunity f  inish theirworkday at home.or early release and to f  

Document ID: 0.7.4100.20515 20210609-0012192 



                 


               





                  


                


                   


        




















  

f

New Mexico: The New Mexico statehouse has reportedly been evacuated due to a gathering outside. CTS has reached 

out to the o fice, which reported a crowd of approximately 300 peaceful protestors. The evacuation was 

precautionary. 

Oregon: There aremedia reports of violence at the State Capitol and that State Police have declared an unlawful 

assembly. USAO reports that 250-300 right wing protestors clashed with 50-75 Antif  ront ofa supporters in f  the 

Capitol in Salem. State Police and Salem PD declared an unlawf  a leful assembly. Antif  t. Protest is now down to about 

75 right-wing protestors but no violence or breach reported. 

Best, 

(b)(6)
Acting Chiefof Counterterrorism 
National Security Division 
U.S. Departmentof Justice 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20530 
(b)(6)
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JCC (JMD) 

From: JCC (JMD) 

Sent: Wednesday, January 6, 2021 4:38 PM 

To: Abraham, Je f  (b)(6) (NSD); Anderson, Brian W (JMD); Andrews,rey R (JMD 

Kelli (NSD); Avery, Charles W (JMD); Barnes, James J. (ODAG 

(USMS); Burns, David P. (NSD); Clarke, Mark M (JMD); Collier, Isaac M.; Creegan, 

Erin (ODAG (b)(7)(E) per FBI FBI; CTSIntell (NSD); Curley, Alexandra (JMD 

(NSD); DiZinno, Richard (ODAG); Donoghue, Richard (ODAG); Dubriel, Laurie (ENRD); 

Dunlap, James L (JMD); EPG (JMD); Gadsden, Paul S (JMD); Gibbs, Trella N (JMD); 

Gunning, Christine E. (JMD); Hart, Rosemary (OLC); Hauf

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6)

e, Robert W. (OIG); 

Hornbuckle, Wyn (PAO); Hovakimian, Patrick (ODAG); Levi, William (OAG 

(NSD); McAtamney, James A. (USAEO); McCloskey, Sharon (JMD 

; McDermond, James E.; McManus, Doug (CIV (NSD); (b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6) per ATF

(OAG); NSD CTS Coordinators (JMD); 

; Smith, Andrew (USMS); Smith, Justin 

(NSD); Swartz, Bruce (CRM); Toscas, George (NSD); Valladares, 

(USMS); Weinsheimer, Bradley (ODAG); Westberg, 

Subject: (U) Maryland Sending National Guard Members, State Police; FBI Also Deploying-

MMC Update 890 [Security Incident US Capitol - Washington, DC] NOC 0378-20 

This report is forwarded for your situational awareness. 

(DO) (FBI 

(USMS); Rogers, Melinda (JMD); seps_cas; SEPS_IncidentRpt; 

(NSD (b)(6) (b)(6) per ATF
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

(ENRD 

Brian (ODAG 

Kevin L. (CIV) 

(b)(6)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

Justice Command Center 

(b)(6)

202-514-5000 

Unclassified 

Location(s): Washington, D.C. 

Maryland is sending National Guard members and Maryland State Police to Washington, D.C., to assist 

District police and U.S. Capitol Police (USCP) on Wednesday 

The FBI also said it is deploying to assist USCP and protect federal property as requested 

Several law enforcement officials said at least one improvised explosive device was found on the 

U.S. Capitol grounds 

New Media Sources (some page contentmay change or not be available over time): 

- Twitter [Baltimore Sun - Reporter] 

-- https://tinyurl.com/yxg6faz3 

- Twitter [NPR - Reporter] 

-- https://tinyurl.com/y5vshode 

- Twitter [NBCNews] 

Document ID: 0.7.4100.20511 20210609-0012241 
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-- https://tinyurl.com/yygdvtoz  

The  above  information  summarizes  emerging open  source  reporting thathas  not been  corroborated by  

officialgovernment sources.  It is  provided to  rapidly  enhance  situationalawareness  on  items  ofinterest to  

the  homeland  security  enterprise.  

Jordan  Indermuehle  

Operations  Analyst  

DHS  NOC  Media  Monitoring  

Phon  (b)(6) per DHS
Cel  (b)(6) per DHS

Unclassified  
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Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

From:  Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  4:36 PM  

To:  

Cc:  Dearden,  Dawn  N  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F) - DEA

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F) per DEA

Subject:  Re:  DC  field  division  on  standby  

Thank yo  b6, b7C, b7F 
- DEA

Please  let me  know if deployed.  

Kristina  Mastropasqua  

Office  of Public  Affairs  

Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

> On  Jan  6,  2021,  at 4:31 PM  wrote:  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F) - DEA
>  

> Dawn/ Kristina  
(b)(6), (b)
(7)(C), (b)
(7)(F) per 
DEA

(PIO)  at the  DC field division  just called  ...  ASAC just told her  they're  on  standby for  

LE  support.  

>  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F) - DEA

> Chief,  Media  Relations  

> Drug  Enforcement Administration  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(F) - DEA

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.113638  20210609-0012243  
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(b)(6)(b)(6)

Donoghue,  Richard  (ODAG)  

From:  Donoghue,  Richard  (ODAG)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  4:27 PM  

To:  Rosen,  Jeffrey A.  (ODAG  (ODAG  (NSD)  

Subject:  Fwd:  (U)  D.C.  National  Guard Activating  1.1K Members;  VA Sending  Additional  

National  Guard Member  (b)(7)(E)State  Troopers-MMC Update  886 [Civil  Disturbances  -

U.S.]  NOC  0378-20  

(b)(7)(E)NG  heading  to Capitol  now as  per  Sec  Army.  

Begin  forwarded  message:  

From:  "JCC  (JMD)"  <JCC@usdoj.gov>  

Date:  January 6,  2021  at 3:51:16 PM  EST  

To:  "Abraham,  Jeffrey R (JMD)  (b)(6)(b)(6) (NSD)"  

(b)(6) , "Anderson,  Brian  W (JMD)  (b)(6) , "Andrews,  

Kelli  (NSD)  (b)(6) , "Avery,  Charles W (JMD)"  

(b)(6) , "Barnes,  James  J.  (ODAG)  (b)(6) ,  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (USMS)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) , "Burns,  David P.  (NSD)"  

(b)(6) , "Clarke,  Mark M  (JMD)  (b)(6) , "Collier,  Isaac  

M.  (b)(6) , "Creegan,  Erin  (ODAG)  (b)(6)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI ,  "CTSIntell  (NSD)  (b)(6) ,  "Curley,  Alexandra  

(JMD)  (b)(6)(b)(6) (NSD)  (b)(6)
"DiZinno,  Richard (ODAG)  (b)(6) "Donoghue,  Richard (ODAG)"  

(b)(6) "Dubriel,  Laurie  (ENRD)  (b)(6) ,  

"Dunlap,  James  L (JMD)  (b)(6) , "EPG (JMD)  (b)(6) ,  

"Gadsden,  Paul  S (JMD)  (b)(6) , "Gibbs,  Trella  N (JMD)"  

(b)(6) ,  "Gunning,  Christine  E.  (JMD)  (b)(6) ,  

"Hart,  Rosemary (OLC)  (b)(6) , "Haufe,  Robert W.  (OIG)"  

(b)(6) , "Hornbuckle,  Wyn  (PAO)  (b)(6) ,  

"Hovakimian,  Patrick (ODAG)  (b)(6) , "Levi,  William  (OAG)"  

(b)(6)(b)(6) (NSD)  (b)(6) ,  "McAtamney,  

James  A.  (USAEO)  (b)(6) , "McCloskey,  Sharon  (JMD)"  

(b)(6) per ATF(b)(6) ,  "McDermond,  

James  E.  (b)(6) per ATF , "McManus,  Doug (CIV)"  

,  (NSD)  

(DO)  (FBI)  (OAG)  

(b)(6) (b)(6)
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per F

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

(b)(6)
,  

"NSD CTS Coordinators  (JMD)  (b)(6) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(USMS)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ,  "Rogers,  Melinda  (JMD)  (b)(6) ,  

seps_cas <seps_cas@usdoj.gov>,  SEPS_IncidentRpt <SEPSIncidentRpt@usdoj.gov  

(NSD)  

,  "Smith,  Andrew (USMS)  

(b)(6)
(b)(6) (b)(6) per ATF

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) ,  "Smith,  

Justin  (ENRD)  (b)(6)(b)(6) (NSD)  (b)(6) ,  


"Swartz,  Bruce  (CRM)  (b)(6) , "Toscas,  George  (NSD)"  

(b)(6) , "Valladares,  Brian  (ODAG)  (b)(6) ,  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.28732  20210609-0012245  
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(USMS)  ,  "Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG)"  

,  "Westberg,  Kevin  L.  (CIV)  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6) (b)(6)
Subject:  FW:  (U)  D.C. National  Guard  Activating  1.1K  Members;  VA  Sending  Additional  

National  Guard  Member  (b)(7)(E)State  Troopers-MMC  Update  886  [Civil  Disturbances  - U. ]S.  

NOC  0378-20  

?  

FYSA  

(b)(6)
Justice  Command  Center (JCC)  

Security  and  Emergency  Planning  Staff,  

U.S.  Department ofJustice  

950  Penn.  Ave.,  NW WDC  20530  

Non-secure  Phone:  202-5  00014-5  

Secure  Phone  (STE):  

VoIPGold:  

Fax:  

From:  NOCMedia Monitoring <mmc@techopsolutions.net>  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021 3:49 PM  

202-514-5778  

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

T  v  

Subject:  (U)  D.C.  National Guard  Activating 1.1K Members; VA Sending Additional National Guard  

(b)(6) per DHS

Member  (b)(7)(E)State Troopers-MMC Update 886 [Civil Disturbances  U.S.] NOC 037  - 8-20  

Unclassified  

Location(s):  Washington,  D.C.  

The  entire  Washington,  D.C.,  National Guard will be  activated Wednesday,  putting  about  

1,100 guardsmen on duty tonight  

Additionally,  Virginia is  sending  members  ofits  National Guard along  wit  

Virginia State  Police  Troopers  to  the  District at the  request ofD.C.  officials  

(b)(7)(E)

New  Media  Sources  (some  page  contentmay change  or not be  available  over time):  

- Twitter  [Washington  Post  - Reporter]  

-- https://tinyurl.com/y5g8o6oh  

- Twitter  [ABC7News]  

-- https://tinyurl.com/y4h7bow5  

The  above  information  summarizes  emerging  open  source  reporting that has  notbeen  

corroborated by  officialgovernment sources.  It is  provided to  rapidly  enhance  situational  

awareness  on  items  ofinterest to  the  homeland security  enterprise.  

Jordan  Indermuehle  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.28732  20210609-0012246  
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Operations  Analyst  

DHS  NOC  Media  Monitoring  

Phon  (b)(6) per DHS
(b)(6) per DHSCel  

Unclassified  
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(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(7)(E) per FBI

JCC  (JMD)  

From:  JCC  (JMD)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  4:19 PM  

To:  Abraham,  Jeffrey R (JMD  (NSD);  Anderson,  Brian  W (JMD);  Andrews,  

Kelli  (NSD);  Avery,  Charles W (JMD);  Barnes,  James J.  (ODAG  

(USMS);  Burns,  David  P.  (NSD);  Clarke,  Mark M  (JMD);  Collier,  Isaac  M.;  Creegan,  

Erin  (ODAG  FBI;  CTSIntell  (NSD);  Curley,  Alexandra  (JMD  

(NSD);  DiZinno,  Richard  (ODAG);  Donoghue,  Richard  (ODAG);  Dubriel,  Laurie  (ENRD);  

Dunlap,  James L (JMD);  EPG  (JMD);  Gadsden,  Paul  S (JMD);  Gibbs,  Trella  N  (JMD);  

Gunning,  Christine  E.  (JMD);  Hart,  Rosemary (OLC);  Haufe,  Robert W.  (OIG);  

Hornbuckle,  Wyn  (PAO);  Hovakimian,  Patrick (ODAG);  Levi,  William  (OAG  

(NSD);  McAtamney,  James A.  (USAEO);  McCloskey,  Sharon  (JMD  

;  McDermond,  James E.;  McManus,  Doug  (CIV  (NSD);  

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6) per ATF

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI (DO) (FBI  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI (OAG); NSD CTS Coordinators (JMD);  

(USMS); Rogers,  Melinda  (JMD);  seps_cas; SEPS_IncidentRpt;  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

(b)(6) (NSD  (b)(6) per ATF ; Smith,  Andrew (USMS); Smith,  Justin  

(ENRD  (b)(6) (NSD); Swartz,  Bruce  (CRM); Toscas,  George  (NSD); Valladares,  

Brian  (ODAG  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) (USMS); Weinsheimer,  Bradley (ODAG); Westberg,  

Kevin  L.  (CIV)  

Subject:  UPDATE 3:  National  Guard Deployed in DC (SBU)  

This report is forwarded for your situational awareness.  

Justice Command Center  

(b)(6)

202-514-5000  

(SBU) The  Department ofDefense  authorized the  mobilization ofthe  DC  National Guard to  provide  support to  

federal law  enforc  e was  found on the  grounds  of  ement.  Separately,  media reports  at least one  explosive  devic  

the  US Capitol.  The  earlier reported gunfire  resulted in  one  asualty.c  

The  information  contained in  this  alert is  providedfor immediate  situationalawareness  and is  for internal  

USG  use  only.  

Elec  distribution  to:  S, D, P,  E,  C,  M, GTM,  T,  R,  GPA, J,  AF,  EAP, EUR,  NEA,  SCA,  WHA,  IO, J/CT,  H,  DS, CA,  PMAT,  INR,  tronic  

S/ES,  S/ES  O, an  (b)(5) .  

You have  rec  on  ription to  a State  DepartmentOperations  Center listserv.  Visit  eived this  email based  your subsc  

http://lmlist.state.gov/WA.exe?A0=OPSGENERALALERTS  to  modify your subscription.  

Contac  e.  t The  State  Department Operations  Center for assistanc  

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED  

From:  Operations Center <OperationsCenter@state.gov>  

Sent:  Wednesday, January 6, 2021 3:04 PM  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.20501  20210609-0012254  
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To:  SES-O <SES-O@state.gov>  

Subject:  UPDATE 2: Shots fired on House Floor (SBU)  

(SBU) DHS  National Operations  Center reported shots  were  fired  on the  floor ofthe  House  ofRepresentatives.  

The  report did  not indic  ement or c  ate  whether it was  law  enforc  ivilian gunfire.  

The  information  contained in  this  alert is  providedfor immediate  situationalawareness  and is  for internal  

USG  use  only.  

Elec  distribution  to:  S, D, P,  E,  C,  M, GTM,  T,  R,  GPA, J,  AF,  EAP, EUR,  NEA,  SCA,  WHA,  IO, J/CT,  H,  DS, CA, PMAT,  INR,  tronic  

S/ES,  S/ES  O, an  (b)(5) .  

You have  rec  on  ription to  a State  DepartmentOperations  Center listserv.  Visit  eived this  email based  your subsc  

http://lmlist.state.gov/WA.exe?A0=OPSGENERALALERTS  to  modify your subscription.  

Contac  e.  t The  State  Department Operations  Center for assistanc  

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED  

From:  Operations Center <OperationsCenter@state.gov>  

Sent:  Wednesday, January 6, 2021 2:45 PM  

To:  SES-O <SES-O@state.gov>  

Subject:  UPDATE 1:  DCMayor Issues Curfew (SBU)  

Importance:  High  

(SBU) MayorMuriel Bowser instituted a  urfew  from 1800 ET  to  0600 ET  January 6-January 7.  c  on  

The  information  contained in  this  alert is  providedfor immediate  situationalawareness  and is  for internal  

USG  use  only.  

Elec  distribution  to:  S, D, P,  E,  C,  M, GTM,  T,  R,  GPA, J,  AF,  EAP, EUR,  NEA,  SCA,  WHA,  IO, J/CT,  H,  DS, CA, PMAT,  INR,  tronic  

S/ES,  S/ES  O, an  (b)(5) .  

You have  rec  on  ription to  a State  DepartmentOperations  Center listserv.  Visit  eived this  email based  your subsc  

http://lmlist.state.gov/WA.exe?A0=OPSGENERALALERTS  to  modify your subscription.  

Contac  e.  t The  State  Department Operations  Center for assistanc  

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED  

From:  Operations Center <OperationsCenter@state.gov>  

Sent:  Wednesday, January 6, 2021 2:27 PM  

To:  SES-O <SES-O@state.gov>  

Subject:  U.S. Capitol Complexon Lockdown (SBU)  

Importance:  High  

(SBU) Media  reports  the  U.S.  Capitol c  on  kdown  due  to  protesters  breac  omplex  is  loc  hing the  Capitol  

building.  Congress  is  in rec  and VPOTUS  esc  ess  was  orted from the  Capitol building.  

The  information  contained in  this  alert is  providedfor immediate  situationalawareness  and is  for internal  

USG  use  only.  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.20501  20210609-0012255  
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-Elec  distribution  to:  S, D, P,  E,  C,  M, GTM,  T,  R,  GPA, J,  AF,  EAP, EUR,  NEA,  SCA,  WHA,  IO, J/CT,  H,  DS, CA, PMAT,  INR,  tronic  

S/ES,  S/ES  O, an  .  (b)(5)

You have  rec  on  ription to  a State  DepartmentOperations  Center listserv.  Visit  eived this  email based  your subsc  

http://lmlist.state.gov/WA.exe?A0=OPSGENERALALERTS  to  modify your subscription.  

Contac  e.  t The  State  Department Operations  Center for assistanc  

SENSITIVE BUT UNCLASSIFIED  

To  unsubsc  c k the  following link:  ribe  from the  OPSGENERALALERTS list,  lic  

http://lmlist.state.gov/scripts/wa.exe?SUBED1=OPSGENERALALERTS&A=1  
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Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

From:  Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  3:37 PM  

To:  Raimondi,  Marc  (PAO)  

Subject:  Re:  Capital  update  

Lots of sirens!  (b)(6)

Bop mission  hasn’t changed.  We  good  to give  this  statement? Theyd like  to be  able  to respond ASAP.  Thx!  

!  (b)(6)

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Kristina  Mastropasqua  

Office  of Public  Affairs  

Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

On  Jan  6,  2021,  at 3:34 PM,  Raimondi,  Marc  (PAO  wrote:  (b)(6)

?Thank you.  Where  are  you?  

Marc  Raimondi  

Acting  Director  of Public  Affairs  

U.S.  Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

On  Jan  6,  2021,  at 3:33 PM,  Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO  (b)(6)
wrote:  

?FYA - ATF  sending  srt to capital  per  capital  police  request.  I  asked  all  le  components  to keep  

me  informed  on  missions  and  messaging.  

Kristina  Mastropasqua  

Office  of Public  Affairs  

Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

Document  ID:  0.7.4355.10275  20210609-0012276  



   


    


      


   


   


     


 


   


           





                    


          





 


 


  

Rosen,  Jeffrey  A.  (ODAG)  

From:  Rosen,  Jeffrey A.  (ODAG)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  3:06  PM  

To:  Moran,  John  (ODAG)  

Cc:  Donoghue,  Richard  (ODAG)  

Subject:  Re:  DOJ  Employees Early Departure  

Yes,  good.  

Sent from  my iPhone  

> On  Jan  6,  2021,  at 2:58 PM,  Moran,  Joh (ODAG  n  wrote:  (b)(6)
>  

> I spoke  t of th City's  riot and  curfew announcement,  th are  to dismiss staff early  to Lee.  In  ligh  e  ey  going  

and  work with BOP to ensure  th security of Main  Justice.  e  

>  

> Regards,  

> John  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.28679  20210609-0012383  



Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 

From: 

Sent: 

Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO} 

Tuesday, January 5, 2021 6:54 PM 

To: Raimondi, Marc (PAO}; Michel, Christopher (OAG};- (NSD}; Sherwin, 
Michael (USADC}; Antell, Kira M. (OLA}; Donoghue, Richard (ODAG} 

Subject: RE:BOP-

That makes sense and all sounds good. I'll send your proposed reply (bullets) to Justin at BOP if no concerns raised by 
7pm. 

Kristina Mastropasqua 
Office of Public Affairs 
Department of Justice -
From: Raimondi, Marc (PAO) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 20216:37 PM 
To: Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) ·; Michel, Christopher (OAG) 

-(NSD) 
; Antell, Kira M . (OLA) 

Subject: RE: BOP-

Please let us know by 7PM if anyone has any issues with the points below. 

Proposed response: 

Marc 

Sherwin, Michael (USADC) 
Donoghue, Richard (ODAG) 

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(5)

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
(b)(6) (b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(5)



From: Mastropasqua, Kristina {PAO) (b)(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 20216:04 PM 
To: Raimondi, Marc {PAO) 
Subject: Re: BOP 

(b)(5) 
LMK if any concerns. 

(b)(5). (b)C)(E). (b)C)(F) 

Proposed response: 

(b)(5). (b)C )(E). (b)C )(F) 

Also an update FYA - (b )( 5). (b)(7)(E). (b )(7)(F) 

Kristina Mastropasqua 
Office ofPublic Affairs 
Department of Justice 
(b)(6) 

On Jan 5, 2021, at 8:49 AM, Raimondi, Marc (PAO) (b )(6) wrote: 

? 
Sorry, didn't look through the threat. Please disregard. Kristina will certainly know who we 
should reach out to. 

From: Antell, Kira M . (OLA) (b )(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 20218:48 AM 
To: Raimondi, Marc {PAO) ; Hanson, Alan R. (JMD)

(b)(6)~~-(b )(6) 
Cc: Mastropasqua, Kristina PAO) (b)(6) .... ... 
(b )(6) ; Greer, Megan L. (OLA) (b )(6) 
Subject: RE: BOPtBIIIIIII 

Hi Marc- I don't think Alan is the right POC for this request. OLA should be able to track down a BOP 
media contact for you. 

From: Raimondi, Marc (PAO) (b)(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 8:46 AM 
To: Hanson, Alan R. {JMD) 
Cc: Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) ; Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 
(b )(6) ; Navas, Nicole (PAO) ; Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 



Thank you Alan, can you please ask BOP to keep us in the loop on any media interest they receive 
and who their public affairs contact for this deployment will be. I'd like to meet with whomever 
that is going to be and/or, the team leader, at main justice when they arrive, to make sure we know 
how to get in contact with each other. 

Thank you, 

Marc Raimondi 
Acting Director ofPublic Affairs 
U.S. Department ofJustice 

All correspondence contained in this e-mail, to include all names and associated contact information, may be subject to the Freedom of 
Information Act (FOIA), 5 U.S.C. §552. 

From: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) (b)(6) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 05, 2021 7:35 AM 
To: Raimondi, Marc {PAO) 
Cc: Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) ; Antell, Kira M . (OLA) 
(b)(6) ; Navas, Nicole {PAO) ; Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 

(b)(6) 
Subject: Re: BOPrtm@ 

Thanks. We will plan to go back to CJS with this updated statement. 

On Jan 4, 2021, at 8:07 PM, Raimondi, Marc (PAO) (b )(6) 
wrote: 

? Thanks 

Marc Raimondi 
Acting Director ofPublic Affairs 
U .S. Department of Justice 
(b )( 6) 

On Jan 4, 2021, at 8:01 PM, Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 
(b)(6) wrote: 

? FYA (b)(5). (b)(7)(E). (b)(7)(F) 



Kristina Mastropasqua 
Office of Public Affairs 
Department ofJustice 
(b )( 6) 

On Jan 4, 2021, at 7:51 PM, Raimondi, Marc (PAO) 
(b)(6) wrote: 

? 
Yes 

From: Antell, Kira M. (OLA) (b )(6) 
Sent: Monday, January 04, 2021 7:46 PM 
To: Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 
Cc: Raimondi, Marc (PAO) ; Navas, Nicole 
(PAO) ; Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 

anson, Alan R. (JMD) 

+Megan and Alan 

Was this language cleared by ODAG? 

Sent from my iPhone 

On Jan 4, 2021, at 6:09 PM, Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 
(b)(6) wrote: 

? Sounds good. Thanks, Marc. 

Kristina Mastropasqua 
Office ofPublic Affairs 
Department of Justice 
(b )( 6) 

On Jan 4, 2021, at 6:03 PM, Raimondi, Marc 
(PAO) (b)(6) wrote: 

? 
(b)(5). (b)(7)(E). (b)(7)(F) 



Thank you, 

Marc Raimondi 
Acting Director of Public Affairs 
U.S. Department of Justice 

All correspondence contained in this e-mail, to include all names 
and associated contact information, may be subject to the 
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA}, 5 U.S.C. §552. 

From: Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 

Sent: Monday, January 04, 2021 5:34 PM 
To: Navas, Nicole (PAO) 

FYA assembled 
and are on alert in case needed this week. Bop 
drafted the below statement in case of inquiries. 

- LMK if any issues or concerns. 

Proposed Response: 

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(5)

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(5)



-
Kristina Mastropasqua 
Office of Public Affairs 
Department of Justice 

(b)(5)

(b)(6)



  


   


      


   


  


                  








 


   


  





          





    


   


      


   


  


     


 


   


  





         





                  


  


 


    


   





  

Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

From:  Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  1:46 PM  

To:  Raimondi,  Marc  (PAO)  

Subject:  R BO  e:  (b)(5)

LMK if you spoke  with USMS and if I’m  good  to send  the  proposed  response to Zach to confirm.  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Kristina  Mastropasqua  

Office  of Public  Affairs  

Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 6,  2021,  at 1:16 PM,  R  Marc  (PAO  aimondi,  wrote:  (b)(6)

?  

Whomever your contact is there.  

From:  Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO  (b)(6)
Sent:  Wednesday, January 06, 2021 1:16 PM  

To:  Raimondi, Marc (PAO  

Subject:  Re: BO  

(b)(6)
(b)(5)

Ok will do.  Zach Kelton,  yeah?  

Kristina Mastropasqua  

Office ofPublic Affairs  

Department ofJustice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 6,  2021,  at 1:15 PM,  Raimondi,  Marc (PAO  (b)(6)
wrote:  

?  Call Zach and make sure  now  we want to  now if  that is true and please let him k  k  

theirmission changes.  

Marc Raimondi  

Acting Director ofPublic Affairs  

Document  ID:  0.7.4355.10060  20210609-0012399  



   





         


 


    





  








     


 


   


  





         


 


      


 


    


   





         


 


     







 


   


  





         


  

-

-

U.S.  Department ofJustice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 6,  2021,  at 1:14 PM,  Mastropasqua,  Kristina (PAO)  

wrote:  (b)(6)

?  Clare followed up wonderin  (b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

My thought  

l  

”  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

LMK ifthatwork for you.  s  

Kristina Mastropasqua  

Office ofPublic Affairs  

Department ofJustice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 5,  2021,  at 7:46 PM,  Raimondi,  Marc (PAO)  

wrote:  (b)(6)

?  My talking points are accurate then.  

Marc Raimondi  

Acting Director ofPublic Affairs  

U.S.  Department ofJustice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 5,  2021,  at 7:24 PM,  Mastropasqua,  Kristina (PAO)  

wrote:  (b)(6)

?  Frombop cos re mission:  

l 
. 

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Kristina Mastropasqua  

Office ofPublic Affairs  

Department ofJustice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 5,  2021,  at 6:37 PM,  Raimondi,  Marc (PAO)  

Document  ID:  0.7.4355.10060  20210609-0012400  



 


 


       


  

(b)(6) wrote:  

Duplicative Material
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Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 

From: Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO} 

Monday, January 4, 2021 8:05 PM 

Navas, Nicole (PAO} 

Re:BOP-

Sent: 

To: 

Subject: 

Yes definitely avoiding! 

Kristina Mastropasqua 
Office of Public Affairs 
Department of Justice 

On Jan 4, 2021, at 8:04 PM, Navas, Nicole (PAO} 

? Wow, I suggest stay clear of going into RFK. 

Thank you, 

Nicole Navas Oxman 
Spokesperson 
U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ} 

(cell} 

Nicole,Nayas@usdoj,goy 

On Jan 4, 2021, at 3:01 PM, Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO} 
wrote: 

wrote: 

Duplicative Material

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(5)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(5)



Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 

Tuesday, January 5, 2021 8:30 AM 

Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 

Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 

Re:BOP-

Thanks for the additional info, Kira. ALO will sit tight for now. 

Much appreciated. 

On Jan 5, 2021, at 7:38 AM, Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 

? 

wrote: 

Regardless, it is up to you if you want to share this with approps now and update 
later or hold. 

From: Hanson, Alan R. (JMD) 
Sent: Tuesday, January 5, 2021 7:35 AM 
To: Raimondi, Marc (PAO) 
Cc: Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) ; Antell, Kira M. (OLA) 

Navas, Nicole (PAO) ; Greer, Megan L. (OLA) 

Subject: Re: BOP-

(b)(5)

(b)(6)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Duplicative Material

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(5)



Donoghue, Richard (ODAG) 

From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

This is fine. 

Donoghue, Richard (ODAG) 

Monday, January 4, 2021 7:59 PM 

Raimondi, Marc (PAO) 

Moran, John (ODAG) 

Re:BOP-

On Jan 4, 2021, at 5:49 PM, Raimondi, Marc (PAO) 

? 

wrote: 

Rich/John, if you have a specific counsel you'd like me to coordinate this please let me know. 
Please see the BOP draft response below and then my recommended response, which is shorter, 

Proposed OPA Response: 

From: Mastropasqua, Kristina (PAO) 
Sent: Monday, January 04, 2021 5:34 PM 
To: Navas, Nicole (PAO) 

Subject: BOP 

; Raimondi, Marc (PAO) 

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(6)

(b)(5)

Duplicative Material
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(5)



From: 

Sent: 

To: 

Cc: 

Subject: 

Monday, January 4, 2021 7:59 PM 

Raimondi, Marc (PAO) 

Moran, John (ODAG) 

Re:BOP-

This is fine. The JCS Chairman suggested that we and others put out a statement in advance tomorrow - 1st 
A 

On Jan 4, 2021, at 5:49 PM, Raimondi, Marc (PAO) 

Duplicative Material
(b)(6)

(b)(6) Richard Donoghue

(b)(6) Richard Donoghue

(b)(5)



 


  


      


      


        























 


      


   


       





       


        








  

-----------------------

-
-

t  (NSD)  (b)(6)

From:  (b)(6) (NSD)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  1:12  PM  

To:  Sherwin,  Mic  hard  (ODAG)  hael  (USADC);  Donoghue,  Ric  

Subject:  FW:  Report  of  suspec  (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA near  the  Capitol  .te  

fysa  

(b)(6)
Acting  Chief  
Counterterrorism  Section  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950 Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6)

From  l (NSD  (b)(6) (b)(6)
Sent:  Wednesday,  January 6,  2021  1:11  PM  

To:  NSD CTS OP  

Subject:  Report of suspect  near the Capitol .  

(b)(6)
(b)(7)(A) per EOUSA

All,  

Park Police reports  a  tesuspec  (b)(7)(A) per EOUSA near the Capitol.  

e,  (b)(6) do  you  want to  reach  out to  USAO?  

Best,  

e  (b)(6)

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.28659  20210609-0012444  



   


    


      


    


        


             


  


           





       





 


                


             


             


                


                 


               


  


    


      


    


        





             


   


   


           





                


              


    


      


     


         

  

Thorley,  Charles  A.  (OLA)  

From:  Thorley, Charles A. (OLA)  

Sent:  Wednesday, January 6, 2021 11:47 AM  

To:  Antell, Kira M. (OLA)  

Cc:  Johnson, Joanne E. (OLA); Greer, Megan L. (OLA)  

Subject:  Re: Priority RFI on FBI Activities Related to Tomorrow’s Joint Session of Congress  

Copy.  Thanks  

On Jan 6, 2021, at 11:46 AM, Antell, Kira M. (OLA  

?  

Chad - Please use the below to respond.  

LANGUAGE  

Good afternoon,  

Thanks for your inquiry.  With respect to Department of Justice efforts, the Department has prepared to  

respond as necessary and appropriate to ensure that constitutional liberties and public safety are  

protected.  That preparation has included close coordination with local authorities and federal agency  

partners, such as the Department of Defense.  Given the ongoing and evolving nature of the protests  

this week and the need to protect operational interests, we are not able to provide additional details at  

this time.  We understand your interest and expect to continue to update you should additional  

information become available.  

wrote:  (b)(6)

From:  Thorley, Charles A. (OL  (b)(6)
Sent:  Wednesday, January 6, 2021 9:42 AM  

To:  Antell, Kira M. (OLA  

Cc:  Johnson, Joanne E. (OLA  Greer, Megan L. (OLA)  

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

Subject:  Re: Priority RFI on FBI Activities Related to Tomorrow’s Joint Session of Congress  

Can do.  Thanks.  

Sent from my iPhone  

On Jan 6, 2021, at 9:22 AM, Antell, Kira M. (OL  wrote:  (b)(6)

?  

Just FYSA  working through languagewith OAG and ODAG.  Chad, can you please send to  

the Committeewhen we get it cleared?  NB  it will be very short.  

From:  Antell, Kira M. (OLA)  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.26018  20210609-0012642  



      


    


        





             


          


   


          


 





                


    


  


      


      


 


   


    


   





           


 


    


         

         


        

            


         

            


            




         

          


         

         


         

            

          

         


          

          


         

         


  

Sent:  Tuesday, January 5, 2021 8:51 PM  

To:  Johnson, Joanne E. (OLA  

Cc:  Greer, Megan L. (OLA  Thorley, Charles A. (OLA)  

Subject:  Re: Priority RFI on FBI Activities Related to Tomorrow’s Joint Session of Congress  

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6)

I’m running point. Thanks.  I’ll sharewith OAG and ODAG.  

Sent from my iPhone  

Johnson, Joanne E. (OLA)  On Jan 5, 2021, at 8:48 PM,

(b)(6) wrote:  

?  

FYI  See below re protests.  I am not surewho is working protest issues in  

OLA.  Thank you, Joanne  

From:  Sikorskyj, Lucia  (b)(6)
Sent:  Tuesday, January 5, 2021 8:42 PM  

To:  Thorley, Charles A. (OL  Johnson, Joanne  

E. (OLA  

Cc:  Bergreen, Timoth  ; Williams,  

Douglas A. Jr. (OCA) (FB  

(OCA) (FB  (OCA) (FBI)  

(b)(6) Congressional Email
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

Subject:  Re: Priority RFI on FBI Activities Related to Tomorrow’s Joint Session  

of Congress  

Good evening ?Chad and Joanne,  

The FBI deferred the Committee’s referenced priority request to DOJ,  
with respect to any communications between the Bureau and the  
Department ofDefense on interagency coordination and support related  
to tomorrow’s Joint Session ofCongress.  As set forth below, we are  
particularly interested in recent discussions at the leadership level, if  
any, between the Bureau and the Department ofDefense.  Please find a  
full copy of our request in the below email thread and the FBI’s  
response.  

Specifically, in that context and regarding tomorrow’s Joint Session of  
Congress, please also clarify whether and to what extent Department of  
Defense leadership, including the Acting Secretary or his staff, have  
sought information from or are coordinating with FBI regarding activities  
or support related to tomorrow’s Joint Session ofCongress and/or  
any expected protests, rallies, or security events in the city.  As you  
can imagine, given heightened public concern about the role of federal  
law enforcement and the military during this transition period, the  
Committee wants to ensure that the Bureau is transparent not only  
about its own preparations and planned activities, but also is not  
ensnared in any improper or questionable activities or requests for  
information by any other component of the government, including DOD.  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.26018  20210609-0012643  
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-------------------------

Because the Joint Session of Congress is tomorrow, we  
respectfully request your response this evening or early  
tomorrow morning.  

Many thanks in advance for your attention to this matter.  

Best,  
Lucian  

Lucian D.  Sikorskyj  

Subcommittee  StaffDirector  (Majority)  |  Counterterrorism,  Counterintelligence,  

and Counterproliferation  Subcommittee  

Oversight  and Bud  USCG  get  Monitor  |  DEA,  DHS,  DOJ,  FBI,  and  

House  Permanent Select  Committee  on Intelligence  

U.S.  Capitol,  HVC-304  

(b)(6) |  202-225-7690  (office)  (b)(6) (desk)  

(secure)  (b)(6) (mobile)  (b)(6)

From:  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI (OCA) (FBI)  

Date:  January 5, 2021 at 17:56:01 EST  

To:  "Sikorskyj, Lucian  

Cc:  "Bergreen, Timothy  

Subject:  RFI on  FBI Activities  Related  to  Joint  Session  of  

Congress  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

?  

Lucian,  

Good evening, relative to the Committee seeking information  

on the FBI’s efforts and preparations concerning tomorrow’s  

Joint Session of Congress, particularly on its assessment of the  

various threats, its overview of interagency coordination and  

support, and any recent discussions at the leadership level  

between the Bureau and the Department of Defense, please see  

below.  

(b)(6)
(b)(6) Congressional Email

t  

(b)(7)(E) per FBI
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(b)(7)(E) per FBI

The FBI’s mission is to protect the American people and uphold  

the Constitution of the United States. The FBI focuses on  

criminal acts, threats of violence, and violations of federal law,  

and does not investigate solely First Amendment-protected  

activity.  Rather, the FBI investigates those activities that  

threaten the safety of our communities and will use authorized  

methods and available charging instruments when appropriate.  

The FBI prides itself on robust partnership and coordination  

with local, state and federal law enforcement officials. For  

information related to DoD communications with the  

Department of Justice (to include the FBI), we defer you to DOJ.  

As always, the FBI will continue to advise the committee on  

threats consistent with our law enforcement and national  

security obligations.  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

?  

From  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI (OCA) (FBI)  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

Date:  January 5, 2021 at 11:50:50 EST  

To:  "Sikorskyj, Lucian  

(OCA) (FBI)  

Cc:  "Bergreen, Timothy  

(b)(6)

(b)(6) Congressional Email
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

Subject:  RE:  Priority  RFI on  FBI Activities  Related  to  

Tomorrow’s  Joint  Session  of  Congress  

?  

Lucian,  

Your request has been forwarded to the appropriate unit. Once  

I receive a response, you will be notified. Attempts to have  

appropriate personnel on stand by for a call will bemade, but  

their availability/logistics will determine. Any questions please  

advise.  

Thanks,  
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

From:  Sikorskyj, Lucia  

Sent:  Tuesday, January 5, 2021 11:41 AM  

(b)(6)

T  (OCA) (FBI)  

(OCA) (FBI)  

Cc:  Bergreen, Timoth  (b)(6) Congressional Email

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E) per FBI

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

Subject:  [EXTERNALEMAIL] - Priority RFI on FBI Activities  
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Related to Tomorrow’s Joint Session of Congress  

, (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) per FBI

The Committee requests a quick turn update on the FBI’s  

efforts and preparations concerning tomorrow’s Joint  

Session of Congress, including (1) its assessment of the  

various threats and (2) its overview of interagency  

coordination and support.  In the latter regard, as set forth  

below, we are particularly interested in recent  

discussions at the leadership level, if any, between the  

Bureau and the Department of Defense.  

A brief email should address the request, as the event is  

tomorrow; we also ask that appropriate personnel also  

stand ready to speak by telephone later today, and to  

address any follow up questions from Committee staff.  

This matter is of high interest to the Committee, especially  

in light of recent press reporting suggesting that  

individuals, possibly with links to violent extremist groups,  

may be involved with violence or criminal activity in the  

vicinity of the U.S. Capitol or in relation to the event.  The  

Committee believes it essential to ensure that security and  

law enforcement measures are lawful and appropriate,  

especially when there may be a nexus to First Amendment  

activities at National Special Security Events (NSSEs) or  

those with similar high profile characteristics.  

In that context and regarding tomorrow’s Joint Session of  

Congress, please also clarify whether and to what extent  

Department of Defense leadership, including the Acting  

Secretary or his staff, have sought information from or are  

coordinating with FBI regarding activities or support  

related to tomorrow’s Joint Session of Congress and/or  

any expected protests, rallies, or security events in the  

city.  As you can imagine, given heightened public concern  

about the role of federal law enforcement and the military  

during this transition period, the Committee wants to  

ensure that the Bureau is transparent not only about its  

own preparations and planned activities, but also is not  

ensnared in any improper or questionable activities or  

requests for information by any other component of the  

government, including DOD.  

Because the Joint Session of Congress is tomorrow, we  

respectfully request your response by COB today.  Many  

thanks in advance for your attention and help.  

Best,  

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.26018  20210609-0012646  



Lucian  

Lucian  D.  Sikorskyj  

Subcommittee StaffDirector  (Majority)  |  Counterterrorism,  

Counterintelligence,  and Counterproliferation Subcommittee  

Oversight  and Bud  USCG  get Monitor  |  DEA,  DHS,  DOJ,  FBI,  and  

House  Permanent  Select Committee  on  Intelligence  

U.S.  Capitol,  HVC-304  

|  202-225-7690  (office)  

(desk)  (secure)  (mobile)  

(b)(6)
(b)(6) (b)(6)

(b)(6)
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Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

From:  Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

Sent:  Wednesday,  January  6,  2021  11:11  AM  

To:  Justin  B. Long  

Subject:  RE:  Final  Proposed  edit  for  media  inquiries  on  BOP  team  clothing  identification  (CBS  

News  inquiry)  

Both  edits  look  good. Thanks,  Justin.  

Kristina  Mastropasqua  

Office  of  Public  Affairs  

Department  of  Justice  

(b)(6)

From:  Justin  B. Lon  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP

Sent:  Wednesday,  January  6,  2021  10:23  AM  

To:  Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO  (b)(6)
Subject:  Final Proposed  edit formedia  inquiries  on  BOP team  clothing identification  (CBS News  inquiry)  

Kristina,  

In  addition  to  the  proposed  edit  in  my  last  email,  we  are  curious  if  we  can  tweak  your  first  bullet  to  rea  (b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

?  
Thanks,  
Justin  

Justin  Long  

Public  Information  Office  

Federal  Bureau  of  Prisons  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

>>>  Justin  B.  Long  1 /6/2021  10:17  AM  >>>  
Kristina,  

After  consulting  our  correctional  staff,  we  propose  one  edit  in  red  text  for  the  sentenc  (b)(5)

DOJ's  CURRENT  STATEMENT:  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

NEWLY  PROPOSED  STATEMENT:  
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-
For  CBS  who's  asking  generally  about  identification:  

"  

For  other  reporters  who  may  ask  specifically  about  badges:  

"  

Clare  Hymes  (CBS) last  night  said  she  is  fine  with  an  answer  today  on  this.  

BACKGROUND  FOR  YOU:  

Each  BOP  officer  has  the  following  on  their  clothing:  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Thanks,  
Justin  

Justin  Long  

Public  Information  Office  

Federal  Bureau  of  Prisons  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

>>>  "Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO  (b)(6) 1 /5/2021  7:04  PM  >>>  
Ok  proposed  response  below  for  Clare  and  anyone  inquiring. Als  

. Thanks!  We  will  get  through  this  week  ••

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Kristina  Mastropasqua  

Office  of  Public  Affairs  

Department  of  Justice  

(b)(6)
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From:  Justin  B. Lon  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP

Sent:  Tuesday,  January  5,  2021  5:56  PM  

To:  Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO  

Subject:  Media  inquiry  - CBS  News  - Re:  BOP  teams'  identifying  uniforms  

(b)(6)

Good  evening  Kristina,  

Zach  helped  me  finalize  this  answer  for  your  review  now:  

Reporter:  
CBS  Evening  News  - Clare  Hymes  

Follow-up  inquiry:  
Sorry  –  also  meant  to  ask  whether  or  not  the  officers  will  be  wearing  the  same  un-identifying  uniforms  that  they  did  in  the  
District  last  summer?  Or  if  they  will  have  identifying  markers  saying  they  are  with  the  Bureau  of  Prisons?  

Proposed  response:  
(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Note:  
Zach  let  me  know  our  BOP  officers'  clothing  has  "BOP"  written  on  it  with  a  BOP  officer  number  unique  to  each  staffer.  

.  

(b)(5)

Like  earlier  in  the  year,  our  staff  are  again  carrying  badges.  (b)(5)

Justin  Long  

Public  Information  Office  

Federal  Bureau  of  Prisons  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)
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U.S. Department of Justice 

United States Marshals Service 

Tactical Operations Div;sion 

Washington, DC 20530-0001 

Januaiy 5, 2021 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) 

FROM: Andrew Smith 
Assistant Di.recto 

SUBJECT: Special Deputation Request 

PURPOSE: To obtain the Deputy Attorney General's approval or disapproval 
for a Special Deputation request from the Federal Bureau of 
Prisons (BOP). 

CATEGORY: This is a Catego1y 5 request for Special Deputation. 

TIMETABLE: Expedite. 

SYNOPSIS: Special Deputation is re 
enforcement authority t 

DISCUSSION: Per BOP, Acting Attorney General Rosen has requested that BOP 
provide suppo1i to assist with the management ofpotential civil 
unrest in the Washington, D.C. area be innin on Januai 5 2021. 
Accordin 1 BOP has identified 

be deployed to provide protection for 
the Main United States Depaitment of Justice (DOJ) Building at 
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW, Washington, D.C. 

LAWENFORCEMENT SENSITVE I LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 



--------------

-------------

----------------

MEMORANDUM FOR THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL Page2 
SUBJECT: Special Deputation Request 

Pursuant to the Deputy Attorney General's memorandum dated 
December 9, 1999, the Deputy Attorney General retains authority 
in seven categories of Special Deputations. This request falls 
within Catego1y 5, where the deputation is for the pmpose of 
granting additional federal law enforcement authority to a federal 
employee. 

RECOMMENDATION: 

APPROVE: 

DISAPPROVE: 

OTHER: 

(b )C)(E). (b )C)(F) Attachments: Fonn USM-3C (Application for Group Special Deputation), re: -Memorandum from BOP 

LAWENFORCEMENT SENSITVE I LIMITED OFFICIAL USE 



U. S . Department of Justice 
Federal Bureau of Prisons 

Washington , DC 20534 

January 5, 202 1 

(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(7)(F) 

Chief Inspector ■-special Deputations 
United States Marshals Service 
United States Marshals Headquarters 
1 215 S . Clark Street 
Arlington, Virginia 22202 

(b)(6) CbX7J(C) (b)(7)(F)
Dear 

to assist w~ h · e management of potentia l civil 
unrest in Washingtor ; y ~ rea . See attached for names . 

and do(b )(7)(E) I have 
full confidence J(;.~ ir ability t o represent the BOP . 

Thank you for~ ),time and consideration in this matter of 
mutual conc~y 

Sincer;~ 

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C), (b )(7)(F) 

Acting Assistant Director 
Correctional Programs Division 





~

0MB Number 1105.()()94 (Exp. 04/30/2022) 

U.G. Department of Justice 
United States Marshals Service Application for Group Special Deputation 

SPONSORING AGENCY/DISTRICT/DIVISION 

1. Sponsoring Agency/District/Division: • - ddress: • 
Federal Bweau of Prisons 

5. District Address - Street: • . 6. City: • 7. State: • 8. ZIP Code: * 
3201st Street,NW Washington DC 20534 

9. Agency Being S1"W\•· · · UI ..,,,,1District of Columbia 

AGENCY BEING SPONSORED 

- 'lint of Contact: • ' .. .. Address: • 
(b)(6) (b)(7)(C) (b)(7)(F) 

ber: * 13. Agency Address - Street: • 14. City: • 15. State: • 16. ZIP Code: • 

320 1st Street, NW Washington DC 20534 

LNIT OF SPECIAL DEPUTATION AUTHORITY 

17. To seek and exerute arrest and search warrants supporting the _D_C __ L_UNRE ______________________Task Force, Operation, or Mission. •_ CIVI _ __ST 

This Deputation is valid from (b)(7)(E) NOTE: Special Deputations cannot be back-dated and are not retroactive. Special Deputations will be valid from 
(Monll'IDay/Yew-) (A.bdh/Day/Year) the date the applicant(s) are sworn-in to the expiration date indicated on Page 1, Question 17 of this form. 

18. I have reviewed the attac-·. I . t . . ,erily that the ;-tion sutmilled by them ;s true and accuraterd 
~~~~ 1~-- ~ ~fu 

Sponsor, U.S. Marshal, Chief Deputy, or Designee 

SOB Staff Only: 0 Approval D Disapproval D Application Incomplete □ Other 

_______________________ Date: _______Authorized Signature: 

Olief. Special Deputation Branch or Designee 

Form USM-3C 
• = Required Field Page 1 of5 Rev. 04/19 



Application for Group Special Deputation (continued) 

(b)( 6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F) 

Add Additional Rows 

Form USM-3C 
Rev. 04/19 • : Required Field Page3of5 



Application for Group Special Deputation (continued) 

1. Agency Being Sponsored: 

District of Columbia 

2. Applicant's District (District of Swearing in Location): 

District of Columbia 

3. I certify that the following statements are true and accurate. (False or fraudulent information knowingly provided on this form is criminally punishable pursuant to federal law, including 
Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1001 .) 

I am a citizen of the United Stales (includes naturalized citizens). 

I am employed with a federal, state, or local law enforcement agency. 
I have successfully completed the basic law enforcement training program approved by my employer. 

I have at least one year previous law enforcement experience to include general arrest authority. 

I have not been convicted of a crime of domestic violence as defined in Title 18 U.S.C., Section 922 (g)(9) Lautenberg Amendment 

I have qualified with my primary authorized fi rearm within the past 6 months. 

I understand I am not authorized to participate in federal drug investigations unless authorized by DEA or FBI. 

I have read and agree to comply with the deadly force policy of either my agency or the Department of Justice. 
I have included a copy of my employer's authorization letter stating that they concur with my participation and that I have no internal investigations pending within the 
organization. (Exception: ESF-13) 
I understand that Special Deputy United States Marshals are prohibited from conducting electronic surveillance in USMS and USMS-adopted investigations without the 
written approval of the USMS Investigative Operations Division, Technical Operations Group. 
I understand that SpDUSM, acting under the authority of their federal deputation, may only conduct electronic surveillance in non-USMS investigations in strict adherence 
to federal and state law, and United States Department of Justice policy, and only with the explicit approval and under the supervision, control and scope of authority of 
the non-USMS sponsoring agency, whose responsibility it is to ensure that all ELSUR conducted by its sponsored SpDUSM personnel is conducted lawfully and 
consistent with United States Department of Justice policy. SpDUSM may not conduct electronic surveillance pursuant to their SpDUSM authority on non-sponsoring 
agency cases. Violation of these proscriptions will result in this special deputation being revoked. 

(b)( 6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F) 

Add Additional Rows 

Form USM-3C 
* = Required Field Page 2 of 5 Rev. 04119 



Application for Group Special Deputation (continued) 

1. Agency Being Sponsored: 

2. Applicant's District (District of Swearing in Location): 

3. I certify that the following statements are true and accurate. (False or fraudulent information knowingly provided on this form is criminally punishable pursuant to federal law, including 
Tille 18 U.S.C. Section 1001.) 

I am a citizen of the United States (includes naturalized citizens). 

I am employed with a federal, state, or local law enforcement agency. 
I have successfully completed the basic law enforcement training program approved by my employer. 

I have at least one year previous law enforcement experience to include general arrest authority. 

I have not been convicted of a crime of domestic violence as defined in Title 18 U.S.C., Section 922 (g)(9) Lautenberg Amendment 

I have qualified with my primary authorized firearm within the past 6 months. 

I understand I am not authorized to participate in federal drug investigations unless authorized by DEA or FBI. 

I have read and agree to comply with the deadly force policy of either my agency or the Department of Justice. 
I have included a copy of my employer's authorization letter stating that they concur with my participation and that I have no internal investigations pending within the 
organization. (Exception: ESF-13) 
I understand that Special Deputy United States Marshals are prohibited from conducting electronic surveillance in USMS and USMS-adopted investigations without the 
written approval of the USMS Investigative Operations Division, Technical Operations Group. 
I understand that SpDUSM, acting under the authority of their federal deputation, may only conduct electronic surveillance in non-USMS investigations in strict adherence 
to federal and state law, and United States Department of Justice policy, and only with the explicit approval and under the supervision, control and scope of authority of 
the non-USMS sponsoring agency, whose responsibility it is to ensure that all ELSUR conducted by its sponsored SpDUSM personnel is conducted lawfully and 
consistent with United States Department of Justice policy. SpDUSM may not conduct electronic surveillance pursuant to their SpDUSM authority on non-sponsoring 
agency cases. Violation of these proscriptions will result in this special deputation being revoked. 

(b)( 6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F) 

Add Additional Rows 

Form USM-3C 
* = Required Field Rev. 04/19Page 2 of 5 



Application for Group Special Deputation (continued) 

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C), (b )(7)(E), (b )(7)(F) 

Add Additional Rows 

Form USM-JC 
* =Required Field Page 3 of 5 Rev. 04/19 



Application for Group Special Deputation (continued) 

1. Agency Being Sponsored: 

District of Columbia 

2. Applicant's District (District of Swearing in Location): 

District of Columbia 

3. I certify that the following statements are true and accurate. (False or fraudulent information knowingly provided on this form is criminally punishable pursuant to federal law, including 
Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1001.) 

I am a citizen of the United States (includes naturalized citizens). 

I am employed with a federal, state, or local law enforcement agency. 

I have successfully completed the basic law enforcement training program approved by my employer. 

I have at least one year previous law enforcement experience to include general arrest authority. 

I have not been convicted of a crime of domestic violence as defined in Title 18 U.S.C., Section 922 (g)(9) Lautenberg Amendment 

I have qualified with my primary authorized firearm within the past 6 months. 

I understand I am not authorized to participate in federal drug investigations unless authorized by DEA or FBI. 

I have read and agree to comply with the deadly force policy of either my agency or the Department of Justice. 

I have included a copy of my employer's authorization letter stating that they concur with my participation and that I have no internal investigations pending within the 
organization. (Exception: ESF-13) 
I understand that Special Deputy United States Marshals are prohibited from conducting electronic surveillance in USMS and USMS-adopted investigations without the 
written approval of the USMS Investigative Operations Division, Technical Operations Group. 
I understand that SpDUSM, acting under the authority of their federal deputation, may only conduct electronic surveillance in non-USMS investigations in strict adherence 
to federal and state law, and United States Department of Justice policy, and only with the explicit approval and under the supervision, control and scope of authority of 
the non-USMS sponsoring agency, whose responsibility it is to ensure that all ELSUR conducted by its sponsored SpDUSM personnel is conducted lawfully and 
consistent with United States Department of Justice policy. SpDUSM may not conduct electronic surveillance pursuant to their SpDUSM authority on non-sponsoring 
agency cases. Violation of these proscriptions will result in this special deputation being revoked. 

(b)( 6), (b)(7)(C), (b )(7)(E), (b)(7)(F) 

Form USM-3C 
* ;;; Required Field Page 2 of 5 Rev. 04/19 



Application for Group Special Deputation (continued) 

1. Agency Being Sponsored: 

District of Columbia 

2. Applicant's District (District of Swearing in Location): 

District of Columbia 

3. I certify that the following statements are true and accurate. (False or fraudulent information knowingly provided on this form is criminally punishable pursuant to federal law, induding 
Title 18 U.S.C. Section 1001 .) 

I am a citizen of the United States (includes naturalized citizens). 

I am employed with a federal , state, or local law enforcement agency. 

I have successfully completed the basic law enforcement training program approved by my employer. 

I have at least one year previous law enforcement experience to include general arrest authority. 

I have not been convicted of a crime of domestic violence as defined in Title 18 U.S.C., Section 922 (g)(9) Lautenberg Amendment 

I have qualified with my primary authorized firearm within the past 6 months. 

I understand I am not authorized to participate in federal drug investigations unless authorized by DEA or FBI. 

I have read and agree to comply with the deadly force policy of either my agency or the Department of Justice. 

I have included a copy of my employer's authorization letter stating that they concur with my participation and that I have no internal investigations pending within the 
organization. (Exception: ESF-13) 
I understand that Special Deputy United States Marshals are prohibited from conducting electronic surveillance in USMS and USMS-adopted investigations without the 
written approval of the USMS Investigative Operations Division, Technical Operations Group. 
I understand that SpDUSM, acting under the authority of their federal deputation, may only conduct electronic surveillance in non-USMS investigations in strict adherence 
to federal and state law, and United States Department of Justice policy, and only with the explicit approval and under the supervision, control and scope of authority of 
the non-USMS sponsoring agency, whose responsibility it is to ensure that all ELSUR conducted by its sponsored SpDUSM personnel is conducted lawfully and 
consistent with United States Department of Justice policy. SpDUSM may not conduct electronic surveillance pursuant to their SpDUSM authority on non-sponsoring 
agency cases. Violation of these proscriptions will result in this special deputation being revoked. 

Form USM-3C 
* = Required Field Page2 of 5 Rev. 04/19 



Application for Group Special Deputation (continued) 

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C), (b )(7)(E), (b )(7)(F) 

Form USM-3C 
" = Required Field Page4of5 Rev. 04/19 



Application for Group Special Deputation (continued) 

(b )(6), (b )(7)(C), (b )(7)(E), (b )(7)(F) 

Form USM-JC 
* = Required Field Page4of5 Rev. 04119 



Application for Group Special Deputation (continued) 

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F) 

Add Additional Rows 

Form USM-3C 
" = Required Field Page 3 of 5 Rev. 04/19 
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Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

From:  Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  

Sent:  Tuesday,  January 5,  2021 3:51 PM  

To:  Justin  B. Long  

Subject:  Re:  Media  inquiry - due  asap - CNN  - re:  BOP's deployed  teams  

10-4 thanks  

Kristina  Mastropasqua  

Office  of Public  Affairs  

Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 5,  2021,  at 3:42 PM,  Justin  B. Lon  wrote:  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP

? Zach  just confirmed  our BOP teams are  there  now at RFK,  arrived  about noon  

.  

(b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Justin  Long  

Public  Information  Office  

Federal  Bureau  of  Prisons  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

>>> "Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  (b)(6) 1/5/2021 2:58 PM  >>>  

Looks good.  But to clarify,  teams are  not going  to rfk? I  thought that is where  they were going.  

Kristina  Mastropasqua  

Office  of Public Affairs  

Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

On Jan 5,  2021,  at 2:26 PM,  Justin B Lon  .  wrote:  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP

?  

Kristina,  

We  got our  first media  inquiry on the  crisis management teams for your review  

below.  

CNN is asking  which buildings our teams may defend; Zach and I  are  thinkin  (b)(6)
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Zach  also told  me  BOP now ha  (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Proposed  Response:  

.  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Justin  Long  

Public  Information  Office  

Federal  Bureau  of  Prisons  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

>>> "Carrega,  Christina  (b)(6) 1/5/2021 1:07 PM  >>  

Good Afternoon,  

Happy New Year!  

Can  you confirm  if members of the  BOP's riot team  have  been  deployed  to  

Washington,  DC  today and tomorrow? If so,  what areas or buildings are  they  

designated  to guard  or are  they assigned for crowd  control?  

My deadline  for this inquiry is as soon  as possible.  

Please  feel  free  to give  me  a  call  to discuss if quicker.  

Christina Carrega  

Crime and Justice Reporter/Producer  

Working remotely  

Twitter.com/ChrisCarrega  

(b)(6)

P.S.  Please excuse any poorly formatted em dashes.  
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Justin  B.  Long  

From:  Justin B. Long  

Sent:  Monday, January 4, 2021 9:03 PM  

To:  Mastropasqua,  (PA  Kristina  O)  

Subject:  Re: Draft response to potential  media  inquiries this week on BOP  

That  sounds  good  (b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F) , thanks  Kristina  

Justin  Long  

Public  Information  Office  

Federal  Bureau  of  Prisons  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

>>>  "Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (P  1 /4/2021  8:02  PM  >>>  AO)  
?(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

(b)(6)
Thanks  for  the  flag.  Maybe  sa  

Kristina  Mastropasqua  
Office  of Public  Affairs  
Department of Justice  

(b)(6)

On  Jan  4,  2021 ,  at 7:58  PM,  Justin  B.  Lon  wrote:  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP

?  Kristina,  fyi  (b)(5)

Justin  Long  

Public  Information  Office  

Federal  Bureau  of  Prisons  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

>>>  Zachary Kelto  1 /4/2021  6:53  PM  >>>  
now bu  

(b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP
(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

  


   


      


   


           


    


 


  


   





       

     


 

   


  




          


   


 


  


   





      

     







   
   

    


     

             


      

              


 


  


   


 


  

10-4;  it's  good  for  

-------- Original  message  --------
From:  "Justin  B.  Long  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP
Date:  1 /4/21  6:47  PM  (GMT-05:00)  
To:  Zachary Kelto  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP, "Jennifer  L.  Edens  (b)(6), (b)(7)(C) - BOP
Subject:  Re:  Draft  response  to  potential  media  inquiries  this  week on  BOP riot  teams  

>>>  "Justin  B.  Long"  01 /04/2021  18:47  >>>  
Kristina's  folks  came  back with  an  edited  version  below if this  looks  okay to  you...  

Justin  Long  

Public  Information  Office  

Federal  Bureau  of  Prisons  
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(b)(6), (b)(7)(C)

>>>  "Mastropasqua,  Kristina  (PAO)  (b)(6) 1 /4/2021  6:10  PM  >>>  
Hey Justin  (b)(5) . Thanks  again  for  doing  this!  

.  

(b)(5), (b)(7)(E), (b)(7)(F)

Kristina  Mastropasqua  
Office  of Public  Affairs  
Department  of Justice  

(b)(6)
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Hart,  Rosemary  (OLC)  

From:  Hart,  Rosemary (OLC)  

Sent:  Monday,  January 4,  2021  6:59  PM  

To:  Donoghue,  Richard  (ODAG);  Moran,  John  (ODAG);  Michel,  Christopher  (OAG)  

Cc:  Whitaker,  Henry C.  (OLC);  Heim,  Laura;  Craft,  Conor  (OLC)  

Subject:  DC  National  Guard  

Signed  By:  (b)(6) Rosemary Hart (OLC)

Gentlemen:  I was just contacted by the Secretary of the Army’s staff,  who told  me that it is their understanding that  

the Acting AG orally approved the Secretary of the Army’s plan  to approve DC National Guard  support to the DC  

Government this week to cover the planned First Amendment activities.  They are going to send  me a written  request  

(maybe tonight) from the Secretary of the Army formally asking the Acting AG to memorialize his approval.  

Can  you  confirm that the Acting AG approved the request today in  a meeting with the Acting SecDef and the  

SecArmy?  If so,  the approval has already been  given,  and the support can  go forward  all OLC will need to do  

tomorrow is prepare paperwork that would  memorialize the oral approval.  

Thanks,  

Rosemary  

RosemaryHart  

SpecialCounsel  

Office ofLegalCounsel  

U.S.  DepartmentofJustice  

(o  

(cel  

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

From:  Hart,  Rosemary (OLC)  

Sent:  Monday, January 4,  2021 6:49 PM  

T  

C  Heim,  Laura  

; Craft,  

Conor (OL  

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6) per DOD
(b)(6) per DOD

(b)(6) per DOD

Subject:  RE: Updated Memo to DoJ  

(b)(6) per DOD :  Thank you  very much for the call just now,  advisingme that Acting Attorney General Rosen  has  

given  his oral concurrence today to the request from Secretary McCarthy for approval of the plan  to provide the  

District of Columbia governmentwith specified  support from  the D.C.  National Guard this week.  We await a written  

request from  the Secretary of the Army formemorialization  of the Acting Attorney General’s oral approval,  which we  

will facilitate as expeditiously as we can  tomorrow.  

Again,  I appreciate the call tonight and  will be in  touch tomorrow for final coordination.  

All best,  

Rosemary  

RosemaryHart  

SpecialCounsel  
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Office ofLegalCounsel  

U.S.  DepartmentofJustice  

(o  

(cel  

(b)(6)
(b)(6)

From  (b)(6) per DOD
Sent:  Monday, January 4,  2021 6:34 PM  

To:  Hart,  Rosemary (OL  

C  Heim,  Laura  

Craft,  

Conor (OL  

(b)(6)

(b)(6)

(b)(6)
(b)(6) per DOD

(b)(6) per DOD

Subject:  RE: Updated Memo to DoJ  

Ms.  Hart,  

Good  evening.  

Ma’am,  I  a  for the Secretary of the Army.  (b)(6) per DOD

Weare finalizing a concurrencememorandum from  Secretary McCarthy to Mr. Rosen  that permits the DC National  

Guard  to supportMayor Bowser’s request for support this weekend.  

I was informed that Mr.  Rosen  participated in  a meeting with the Acting Secretary of Defense and the Secretary of the  

Army earlier today regarding the support.  Wewill follow this email with Secretary McCarthy’s letter to Mr.  Rosen  

requesting his concurrence.  

Thank you  for your time.  More to follow this evening.  

Secretary of the Army  

Washington, DC 20310-0102  

v/r  

101  Army Pentago  

(b)(6) per DOD

(b)(6) per DOD

Offic  
SVOIP  
Mobile  
NIP  
SIPR  

(b)(6) per DOD
(b)(6) per DOD
(b)(6) per DOD

(b)(6) per DOD
(b)(6) per DOD

From  (b)(6) per DOD
Sent:  Monday, January 4,  2021 6:24 PM  

T  

Cc:  Hart,  Rosemary (OL  ;  Heim,  Laur  ; Craft, Conor (OLC)  (b)(6) (b)(6)
(b)(6)

(b)(6) per DOD

Subject:  RE: Updated Memo to DoJ  
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-

-

(b)(6) per D

Thewonderful folks that I  work with for concurrence from theDAG are cc’d.  I usually correspond  and discuss actions  

with Rosemary directly.  Her number  

v/r,  

.  (b)(6) per DOD

(b)(6) per DOD

Operations & P  ractice Groupersonnel P  

Office of the General Counsel  

104 Army Pentago  (b)(6) per DOD
Washington  D.C.  20310-0104  

(b)(6) per DOD

From  (b)(6) per DOD
Sent:  Monday, January 4,  2021 5:41 PM  

T  (b)(6) per DOD
Subject:  RE: Updated Memo to DoJ  

(b)(6) per DOD

P  OC in  Mr.  Rosen’s office.  I understand your P  lease send your P  OC is staff level.  

Ma’am,  thank you  for all your help and for your responsiveness today.  

v/r  
(b)(6) per DOD

From  (b)(6) per DOD
Sent:  Monday, January 4,  2021 5:12 PM  

T  

Subject:  Re: Updated  Memo to DoJ  

(b)(6) per DOD

Sorry for the delay; correct!  

From  

Date:  Monday, January 4, 2021 at 5:02:28 PM  

(b)(6) per DOD

To  (b)(6) per DOD
Subject:  RE: Updated Memo to DoJ  

(b)(6) per DOD

Thank you for the quick turn.  I assume at this point your official position is NLO on each memo?  

Thank you.  

v/r  
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(b)(6) per DOD
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-~---------------(b)(6) (NSD)  

From:  (b)(6) (NSD)  

Sent:  Monday,  January  4,  2021  12:21  PM  

To:  Donoghue,  Richard  (ODAG)  

Cc:  Moran,  John  (ODAG);  Sherwin,  Michael  (USADC)  

Subject:  NCR  Civil  Unrest  Prep  Planning  Update  - 4  January  2021  

Attachments:  Preparations  for  Civil  Disturbances  Week  of  4  January  2021.docx  

Rich,  

Good  afternoon.  For your background  and  awareness,  the attached doc  aument is  good  overview of the USG  

posture going into  Jan  6.  

Best,  

(b)(6)
Acting  Chief  
Counterterrorism  Section  
U.S.  Departmentof Justice  
950 Pennsylvania  Avenue,  N.W.  
Washington,  DC  20530  
(b)(6)

From  (b)(6) per DHS
Sent:  Monday,  January 4,  2021  12:03  PM  

T  (NS  

C  

Subject:  NCR Civil  Unrest Prep  Planning Update - 4  January 2021  

(b)(6) (b)(6)

(b)(6) per DHS

UNCLASSIFIED // LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE  

As requested,  attached please find an updated version of civil unrest planning efforts for the 5 to 6 January  
planned events  in Washington,  DC.  DHS OPS Director Tomney has  shared this with the DHS front office.  

Following is  an iPhone version of the attached.  

(b)(7)(E) per DHS

Document  ID:  0.7.4100.27010  20210609-0012796  
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• 
• 
• 

• 

a h on r o a P Dep r m )

C ol li e U

US a P ce P )

(b)(7)(E) per DHS

Interagency Preparations 

Washington Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) 

MPD activated their Joint Operations Center on 4 January for this eek’s planned protests.w  

MPD w  staff reporting for response 5 and 6 January.ill have all on 

The DHS OPS National Operations Center is in direct contact ith the MPD JOC Supervisor.w  

US Capitol Police (USCP) 

· All personnel w  onill be duty or standby from 4 through 6 January. 

· Off w  personnel are considered response assets and are equipped ith Civil Disobedienceatch w  
Unit equipment. 

· The USCP Operations Center stood up the morning of 3 January and ill be hosting severalw  
liaison officers. 

· ‘Bike rack’ and ‘snow type fencing around the Capitol grounds has been added in advance of the’ 
State of the Union Address, hich ill also assist ith d this ww  w  w  crow control eek. 

DOI US Park Police (USPP) 

POTUS intends to speak at 1100 EST 6 January at a permitted Women for America First event to be 
held on the White House Ellipse. Per National Park Service (NPS), expected attendance is around 
5,000 participants for this 0500 to 1630 EST 6 January event. Previous similar First Amendment 
demonstrations have led to idespread violence in ntow DC area.w  the dow  n 
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• 

• 

• 

-

USPP has a detail of personnel identified/assigned  for increased operations support on 5 and 6  
January.  

On 6 January, USPP w  personnel originally scheduled to be “Off”, resourced to support  ill have all  
operations, along w  the detailees.  ith  

DOJ  FBI  

FBI operations relative to the potential unrest  ill be conducted  w  out of their Washington, DC Field  
Office (WFO)  (b)(7)(E) per FBI

DOD  

·  The National Guard Bureau
(b)(7)(E)

(NGB) advise  (b)(7)(E) DC Guardsmen  ill be under an active recall for 5  w  
and 6 Jan, to include  Civil Support Team.  

·  NGB and the US Army (DOD Executive Agent for defense support of civil authorities)  illw  
participate in the DHS virtual SITROOM on 5 and  6 January.  

(b)(7)(E) per DHS

Vr,  Chip  
Chip Strangfeld  

Duty Director  

DHS Office of Operations Coordination  

National Operations Center  
Comm  

Secur  ; CM  
(b)(6)

(b)(6) (b)(6)

(b)(6) per DHS

LAWENFORCEMENTSENSITIVE:  The information marked (U//LES) in this documentmaybe distributed within the Federal  

Gov  iduals with  ernment(and its contractors),  US intelligence,  lawenforcement,  public safetyorprotection officials, and indiv  a  

need to know.  Distribution beyond these entities withoutauthorization is prohibited.  Precautions should be taken to ensure this  

information is stored and/ordestroyed in a  eatmay  mannerthatprecludes unauthorized access.  Information bearing the LES cav  

notbe used in legal proceedings withoutfirstreceiving authorization from the originating agency.  Recipients are prohibited from  

subsequentlyposting the information marked LES on a Web site on an unclassified network.  
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Preparations for Civil Disturbances - Week of 4 January 2021 
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UNCLASSIFIED// LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE 

I ntera gen cy Preparations 

Washington Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) 

• MPD activated their Joint Operations Center on 4 January for this week's planned protests. 

• MPD will have all staff reporting for response on 5 and 6 January. 
• The DHS OPS National Operations Center is in direct contact with the MPD JOC Supervisor. 

US Capitol Police (USCP) 

• All personnel will be on duty or standby from 4 through 6 January. 
• Off watch personnel are considered response assets and are equipped with Civil 

Disobedience Unit equipment. 

• The USCP Operations Center stood up the morning of 3 January and will be hosting several 
liaison officers. 

• 'Bike rack' and 'snow' type fencing around the Capitol grounds has been added in advance 
of the State of the Union Address, which will also assist with crowd control this week. 

DOI US Park Police (USPP) 

• POTUS intends to speak at 1100 EST 6 January at a permitted Women for America First 
event to be held on the White House Ellipse. Per National Park Service (NPS), expected 
attendance is around 5,000 participants for this 0500 to 1630 EST 6 January event. 
Previous similar First Amendment demonstrations have led to widespread violence in the 
downtown DC area. 

• USPP has a detail of personnel identified/assigned for increased operations support on 5 
and 6 January. 

• On 6 January, USPP will have all personnel originally scheduled to be "Off" , resourced to 
support operations, along with the detailees. 

UNCLASSIFIED// LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE Page 3 of 4 
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UNCLASSIFIED// LAW ENFORCEMENT SENSITIVE 

DOJ FBI 

• FBI operations relative to the potential unrest will be conducted out of their Wash ington, DC 
Field Office (WFO) (b)(7)(E) per FBI 

DOD 

• The National Guard Bureau (NGB) advise - DC Guardsmen will be under an active recall 
for 5 and 6 Jan, to include rtillmiM Civil Support Team. 

• NGB and the US Army (DOD Executive Agent for defense support of civil authorit ies) will 
participate in the DHS virtual SITROOM on 5 and 6 January. 
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THIS DOCUMENT MAY NOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE U.S. LAW ENFORCEMENT CHANNELS WITHOUT FBI HQ 
APPROVAL 

(U) National Crisis Coordination Center Update: 
Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity January 2021 

(U//1:F:8) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI 
Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1400 EST on 21 January 2021. The 
following agencies contributed to the development of this SITREP: ATF, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police, 
and USMS. Responses provided after the cut off time will be included in the next SITREP. 

(U) The infonnation marked (U//LES) in this document is the property of the FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its 
contractors), U.S. intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or protection officials, and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these 
entities without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this infonnation is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Infonnation bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization from the 
originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the infonnation marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

(U/~ ) Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, 
collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment. Moreover, the FBI 
will "maintain no record describing how an individual exercises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute or 
by the individual about whom the record is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement activity." Privacy 
Act of 1974, section (e)(7). 

(U/~ ) DIOG Appendix L further restricts the collection ofinfonnation regarding First Amendment protected activity: the FBI may only collect 
information relating to the exercise of a First Amendment right if (I) the collection is logically related to an authorized investigative purpose, (2) the 
collection does not materially interfere with the ability of an individual or a group to engage in the exercise of constitutionally protected rights, and (3) 
the method of collection is the least intrusive alternative that is reasonable, based upon the circumstances of the investigation. 

(U/~ ) Within this legal, and policy framework, the infonnation requested from field offices in this communication is intended to provide timely 
information to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from 
imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. This document is meant as a summary of significant investigative highlights and NOT as a 
comprehensive review of ongoing investigations. The infonnation contained in this communication is NOT to be incorporated into any fonnal or 
informal written document nor further disseminated without the authorization of the FBI Headquarters, SI OC. Unauthorized use of this infonnation 
may jeopardize sensitive national security and/or criminal investigations, result in the possible identification and/or physical harm of human sources or 
create undue notification into the FBI's interest of intended targets. 

(U) This communication is intended to provide timely infonnation to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized 
to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. It is related to and within the scope of an 
authorized law enforcement investigation or investigative activity. Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on 
First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring 
activities protected by the First Amendment. 
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(b)(7)(E) per FBI 



UNCLASSIFIED/ /YrW BtFOR,CB<IHlT 8BJ:81TIVB 

THIS DOCUMENT MAY NOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE U.S. LAW ENFORCEMENT CHANNELS WITHOUT FBI HQ 
APPROVAL 

(U) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) Executive 
Summary 

--

(U) ELECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND INAUGURATION 2021 

• 
. According to US Park Police (USPP), there were no permitted protests for 21 

January. 

• (U/OOUe) As of 21 January,_ National Guard members are actively providing site security 
for 30 ( 1) state capitals. A total of- National Guard members are on duty in the NCR, with 
- at the US Capitol;- National Guard members have been deployed nationally. The 
National Guard intended to draw down the members on duty in NCR by - by end of day 21 
January . 

• 

(U) INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION 

• (U//FOUO) On 6 January, the FBI activated a digital media tip line URL 
(https://fbi.gov/USCapitol) which opened to the public. As of 0700 on 21 January, the FBI has 
received more than 208,799 digital media tips . 

• 

2 
UNCLASSIFIED/,4:,AW EWORfiEMBlT sa~SITJYE 

(U//FOUO) THE FBI, IN CLOSE COORDINATION WITH ITS FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL 
PARTNERS, CONTINUES TO MONITOR AND RESPOND TO EVENTS RELATED TO THE 

VIOLENCE ASSOCIATED WITH LAWFUL PROTESTS. 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

(b)(7)(E) 

- (b)(7)(E) 

(b)(7)(E) (b)(7)(E) 
(b)(7)(E) 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
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THIS DOCUMENT MAY NOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE U.S. LAW ENFORCEME T CHANNELS WTIHOUT FBI HQ 
APPROVAL 

(U) National Threat Picture Through Inauguration 2021 

(U) CURRENT FLASHPOI TS AND RESPONSES 

(U) Potential ~fcriminal ~ffenses or, iolence related to the 6 Janua,y 2021 Electoral Co11e~e certification 
ofthe 2020 Pres;dential Election results for situational awareness - past/ongoing (within last 12-24 hours) 
andplanned (ne.xt 12-24 hours) (b)("' )(E ) pe1 FBI 

(U) Potential Flashpoints by Geographic Location 

• (b )("' )( E ) per FBI 

5 
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THIS DOCUMENT MAY NOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE U.S. LAW ENFORCEMENT CHANNELS WITHOUT FBI HQ 
APPROVAL 

• 

• 

• 

• 

(U) POST INAUGURATION FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSE 

• 

• 

• 

(U) Threat To Life 

• (U//bES) Multiple reports indicate various threats to harm President Elect Biden ahead of the 
Presidential Inauguration. Additional reports indicate threats against VP Elect Harris and Speaker 
Pelosi . 

• 

6 
UNCLASSIFIED/i':LAW EtqFORCEMEN"f SE!IQ'Sfffv'E 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

-
-

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
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APPROVAL 

• 

(U) STATE AND LOCAL SURVEY RESPONSES 

7 
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THIS DOCUMENT MAY NOT BE DISSEMINATED OUTSIDE U.S. LAW ENFORCEMENT CHANNELS WITHOUT FBI HQ 

APPROVAL 

(U) National Crisis Coordination Center Update: 
Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity January 2021 

(UI/LES) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI 
Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1400 EST on 20 January 2021. The 
following agencies contributed to the development of this SITREP: ATF, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police, 
and USMS. Responses provided after the cut off time will be included in the next SITREP. 

(U) The infonnation marked (U//LES) in this document is the property of the FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its 
contractors), U.S. intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or protection officials, and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these 
entities without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this infonnation is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Infonnation bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization from the 
originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the infonnation marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

(U/,4,,Ei,8) Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, 
collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment. Moreover, the FBI 
will "maintain no record describing how an individual exercises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute or 
by the individual about whom the record is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement activity." Privacy 
Act of 1974, section (e)(7). 

(U//f£S') DIOG Appendix L further restricts the collection ofinfonnation regarding First Amendment protected activity: the FBI may only collect 
information relating to the exercise of a First Amendment right if (I) the collection is logically related to an authorized investigative purpose, (2) the 
collection does not materially interfere with the ability of an individual or a group to engage in the exercise of constitutionally protected rights, and (3) 
the method of collection is the least intrusive alternative that is reasonable, based upon the circumstances of the investigation. 

(U/.HS) Within this legal, and policy framework, the infonnation requested from field offices in this communication is intended to provide timely 
information to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from 
imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. This document is meant as a summary of significant investigative highlights and NOT as a 
comprehensive review of ongoing investigations. The infonnation contained in this communication is NOT to be incorporated into any fonnal or 
informal written document nor further disseminated without the authorization of the FBI Headquarters, SI OC. Unauthorized use of this infonnation 
may jeopardize sensitive national security and/or criminal investigations, result in the possible identification and/or physical harm of human sources or 
create undue notification into the FBI's interest of intended targets. 

(U) This communication is intended to provide timely infonnation to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized 
to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. It is related to and within the scope of an 
authorized law enforcement investigation or investigative activity. Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on 
First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring 
activities protected by the First Amendment. 
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(U) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) Executive 
Summary 

(U) ELECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND INAUGURATION 2021 

• (U/A:::ES) NCR: As of 1400 on 20 January, there are no immediate threats to the National Capitol 
Region (NCR). According to US Park Police (USPP), all permits for 20 January protests in 
Washington have been revoked, excluding two small First Amendment events with no nexus to 
terrorism. 

• (U//E£'8) According to US Park Police and D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, there are 45 
planned events in the NCR through 1 February, with estimated sizes of inauguration related 
protests ranging from one to 60 committed participants. Twenty three permit applications listing 
between four to 5,000 participants were submitted as of 18 January. Planned demonstrations 
specific to Inauguration Day range in size from one to 897 committed participants with permit 
applications listing between three to 1,000,000 participants. 

• (U / if:O00) As of 20 January, - National Guard members are actively providing site security 
for 31 ( + 3) state capitals. A total of- National Guard members are on duty in the NCR, 
with- at the US Capitol;- National Guard members have been deployed nationally . 

• 

(U) INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION 

• (U/~ ) On 6 January, the FBI activated a digital media tip line URL 
(https://fbi.gov/USCapitol) which opened to the public. As of 0700 on 20 January, the FBI has 
received more than 206,717 digital media tips. 
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(U//FOUO) THE FBI, IN CLOSE COORDINATION WITH ITS FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL 
PARTNERS, CONTINUES TO MONITOR AND RESPOND TO EVENTS RELATED TO THE 

VIOLENCE ASSOCIATED WITH LAWFUL PROTESTS. 
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(U) National Threat Picture Through Inauguration 2021 

(U) CURRENT FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSES 

(U) Potential qfcriminal qffenses or, iolence related to the 6 Janua,y 2021 Electoral Colle~e certification 
ofthe 2020 Presidential Election results for situational awareness - past/ongoing (within last 12-24 hours) 
andplanned (next 12-24 hours) (b )("' )(E ) per FBI 

(U) Potenhal Flashpoints by Geograph;c Location 

• (b )(7)(E) per FBI 

• (b)(7)(E) per FBI 
• 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

(U) POST INAUGURATION FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSE 
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(U) Threat To Life 

• (U//bES) Multiple reports indicate various threats to harm President Elect Biden ahead of the 
Presidential Inauguration. Additional reports indicate threats against VP Elect Harris and Speaker 
Pelosi. 

• 

• 

• 

• 

(U) OTHER 

• 

• 
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(U) STATE AND LOCAL SURVEY RESPONSES 
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APPROVAL 

(U) National Crisis Coordination Center Update: 
Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity January 2021 

(U//bF:8-) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI 
Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1400 EST on 19 January 2021. The 
following agencies contributed to the development of this SITREP: ATF, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police, 
and USMS. Responses provided after the cut off time will be included in the next SITREP. 

(U) The infonnation marked (U//LES) in this document is the property of the FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its 
contractors), U.S. intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or protection officials, and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these 
entities without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this infonnation is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Infonnation bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization from the 
originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the infonnation marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

(U/~ ) Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, 
collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment. Moreover, the FBI 
will "maintain no record describing how an individual exercises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute or 
by the individual about whom the record is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement activity." Privacy 
Act of 1974, section (e)(7). 

(U/rE£5-) DIOG Appendix L further restricts the collection ofinfonnation regarding First Amendment protected activity: the FBI may only collect 
information relating to the exercise of a First Amendment right if (I) the collection is logically related to an authorized investigative purpose, (2) the 
collection does not materially interfere with the ability of an individual or a group to engage in the exercise of constitutionally protected rights, and (3) 
the method of collection is the least intrusive alternative that is reasonable, based upon the circumstances of the investigation. 

(U/1668, Within this legal, and policy framework, the infonnation requested from field offices in this communication is intended to provide timely 
information to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from 
imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. This document is meant as a summary of significant investigative highlights and NOT as a 
comprehensive review of ongoing investigations. The infonnation contained in this communication is NOT to be incorporated into any fonnal or 
informal written document nor further disseminated without the authorization of the FBI Headquarters, SI OC. Unauthorized use of this infonnation 
may jeopardize sensitive national security and/or criminal investigations, result in the possible identification and/or physical harm of human sources or 
create undue notification into the FBI's interest of intended targets. 

(U) This communication is intended to provide timely infonnation to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized 
to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. It is related to and within the scope of an 
authorized law enforcement investigation or investigative activity. Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on 
First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring 
activities protected by the First Amendment. 
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(U) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) Executive 
Summary 

(U) ELECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND INAUGURATION 2021 

• 

• (U/!tES) According to US Park Police and D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, there are 45 
planned events in the NCR through 1 February, with estimated sizes of inauguration related 
protests ranging from one to 60 committed participants. Twenty three permit applications listing 
between four to 5,000 participants were submitted as of 18 January. Planned demonstrations 
specific to Inauguration Day range in size from one to 897 committed participants with permit 
applications listing between three to 1,000,000 participants. 

• (U//-POUO) As of 19 January,_ National Guard members are providing site security for 28 
state capitals. A total of- National Guard members are on duty in the NCR. As of 18 
January, the National Guard in Washington, DC reported attempts by individuals to photograph 
vehicles and credentials at security checkpoints . 

• 

(U) INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION 

• (U/1-FOUO) On 6 January, the FBI activated a digital media tip line URL 
(https://fbi.gov/USCapitol) which opened to the public. As of 0700 on 19 January, the FBI has 
received more than 202,926 digital media tips. 
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(U//FOUO) THE FBI, IN CLOSE COORDINATION WITH ITS FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL 
PARTNERS, CONTINUES TO MONITOR AND RESPOND TO EVENTS RELATED TO THE 

VIOLENCE ASSOCIATED WITH LAWFUL PROTESTS. 
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(U) National Threat Picture Through Inauguration 2021 

(U) CURRENT FLASHPOI TS AND RESPONSES 

(U) Potential ~fcriminal ~ffenses or, iolence related to the 6 Janua,y 2021 Electoral Co11e~e certification 
ofthe 2020 Pres;dential Election results for situational awareness - past/ongoing (within last 12-24 hours) 
andplanned (ne.xt 12-24 hours) (b)("' )(E ) pe1 FBI 

(U) Past/Ongo;ng ;n the last 12 - 24 Hours 

• (U) Nothing Significant to Repo1t 

(U) Planned ;n the next 12 - 24 Hours 

• (U) Nothing Significant to Report 

(U) UPCOMING FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSE 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
(U) Potential Flashpoints by Geograph;c Location 

• (b)(7)(E) per FBI 
• 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

(U) Threat To Life 

• (U/!f::ES-) Multiple reports indicate various threats to harm President Elect Biden ahead of the 
Presidential Inauguration. Additional reports indicate threats against VP Elect Harris and Speaker 
Pelosi . 

• 

• 

• 
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(U) OTHER 

• 

• 

• 

• 

(U) STATE AND LOCAL SURVEY RESPONSES 
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APPROVAL 

(U) National Crisis Coordination Center Update: 
Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity January 2021 

(U//l::F:B-) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI 
Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1400 EST on 18 January 2021. The 
following agencies contributed to the development of this SITREP: ATF, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police, 
and USMS. Responses provided after the cut off time will be included in the next SITREP. 

(U) The infonnation marked (U//LES) in this document is the property of the FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its 
contractors), U.S. intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or protection officials, and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these 
entities without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this infonnation is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Infonnation bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization from the 
originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the infonnation marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

(U/~ ) Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, 
collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment. Moreover, the FBI 
will "maintain no record describing how an individual exercises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute or 
by the individual about whom the record is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement activity." Privacy 
Act of 1974, section (e)(7). 

(U/,4,l:;6-) DIOG Appendix L further restricts the collection ofinfonnation regarding First Amendment protected activity: the FBI may only collect 
information relating to the exercise of a First Amendment right if (I) the collection is logically related to an authorized investigative purpose, (2) the 
collection does not materially interfere with the ability of an individual or a group to engage in the exercise of constitutionally protected rights, and (3) 
the method of collection is the least intrusive alternative that is reasonable, based upon the circumstances of the investigation. 

(U/~ ) Within this legal, and policy framework, the infonnation requested from field offices in this communication is intended to provide timely 
information to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from 
imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. This document is meant as a summary of significant investigative highlights and NOT as a 
comprehensive review of ongoing investigations. The infonnation contained in this communication is NOT to be incorporated into any fonnal or 
informal written document nor further disseminated without the authorization of the FBI Headquarters, SI OC. Unauthorized use of this infonnation 
may jeopardize sensitive national security and/or criminal investigations, result in the possible identification and/or physical harm of human sources or 
create undue notification into the FBI's interest of intended targets. 

(U) This communication is intended to provide timely infonnation to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized 
to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. It is related to and within the scope of an 
authorized law enforcement investigation or investigative activity. Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on 
First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring 
activities protected by the First Amendment. 
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(U) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) Executive 
Summary 

(U) ELECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND INAUGURATION 2021 

• 

• (U/ fbES) According to US Park Police and D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, there are 45 
planned events in the NCR through 1 February, with estimated sizes of inauguration related 
protests ranging from one to 60 committed participants. Twenty three permit applications listing 
between four to 5,000 participants were submitted as of 18 January. Planned demonstrations 
specific to Inauguration Day range in size from one to 897 committed participants with permit 
applications listing between three to 1,000,000 participants. 

• (U//FOU0-) As of 18 January,_ National Guard members are providing site security for 24 
state capitals. A total of- National Guard members are on duty in the NCR. In Washington 
DC, the National Guard is reporting attempts by individuals to photograph vehicles and 
credentials at security checkpoints. Metal anti scale fencing has been installed around the US 
Capitol Complex and other areas on Capitol Hill in advance of the Presidential Inauguration . 

• 

(U) INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION 

• (U//FOUO) On 6 January, the FBI activated a digital media tip line URL 
(https://fbi.gov/USCapitol) which opened to the public. As of 0600 on 18 January, the FBI has 
received more than 200,476 digital media tips. 
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(U//FOUO) THE FBI, IN CLOSE COORDINATION WITH ITS FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL 
PARTNERS, CONTINUES TO MONITOR AND RESPOND TO EVENTS RELATED TO THE 

VIOLENCE ASSOCIATED WITH LAWFUL PROTESTS. 
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(U) National Threat Picture Through Inauguration 2021 

(U) CURRENT FLASHPOI TS AND RESPONSES 

(U) Potential ~fcriminal ~ffenses or, iolence related to the 6 January 2021 Electoral Co11e~e certification 
ofthe 2020 Pres;dential Election results for situational awareness - past/ongoing (within last 12-24 hours) 
andplanned (ne.xt 12-24 hours) (b)("' )(E ) pe1 FBI 

(U) Past/Ongo;ng ;n the last 12 - 24 Hours 

• (U) Nothing Significant to Repo11 

(U) Planned ;n the next 12 - 24 Hours 

• (U) Nothing Significant to Report 

(U) UPCOMING FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSE 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
(U) Potential Flashpoints by Geograph;c Location 

• (b)(7)(E) per FBI 
• 
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• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

• 

(U) Threat To Life 

• (U//bES) Multiple reports indicate various threats to harm President Elect Biden ahead of the 
presidential inauguration. Additional reports indicate threats against VP Elect Harris and Speaker 
Pelosi . 

• 

• 

• 
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(U) OTHER 

• 

• 

• 

(U) STATE AND LOCAL SURVEY RESPONSES 
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(U) National Crisis Coordination Center Update: 
Preventing Violence and Criminal Activity January 2021 

(U//bEB-) This update was compiled by the Joint Inter Agency National Crisis Coordination Center in the FBI 
Strategic Information Operations Center. Information is accurate as of 1400 EST on 17 January 2021. The 
following agencies contributed to the development of this SITREP: ATF, DEA, DOD, DOJ, DHS, US Park Police, 
and USMS. Responses provided after the cut off time will be included in the next SITREP. 

(U) The infonnation marked (U//LES) in this document is the property of the FBI and may be distributed within the Federal Government (and its 
contractors), U.S. intelligence, law enforcement, public safety or protection officials, and individuals with a need to know. Distribution beyond these 
entities without FBI authorization is prohibited. Precautions should be taken to ensure this infonnation is stored and/or destroyed in a manner that 
precludes unauthorized access. Infonnation bearing the LES caveat may not be used in legal proceedings without first receiving authorization from the 
originating agency. Recipients are prohibited from subsequently posting the infonnation marked LES on a website or an unclassified network. 

(U/~ ) Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, 
collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring activities protected by the First Amendment. Moreover, the FBI 
will "maintain no record describing how an individual exercises rights guaranteed by the First Amendment unless expressly authorized by statute or 
by the individual about whom the record is maintained or unless pertinent to and within the scope of an authorized law enforcement activity." Privacy 
Act of 1974, section (e)(7). 

(U/rE£5-) DIOG Appendix L further restricts the collection ofinfonnation regarding First Amendment protected activity: the FBI may only collect 
information relating to the exercise of a First Amendment right if (I) the collection is logically related to an authorized investigative purpose, (2) the 
collection does not materially interfere with the ability of an individual or a group to engage in the exercise of constitutionally protected rights, and (3) 
the method of collection is the least intrusive alternative that is reasonable, based upon the circumstances of the investigation. 

(U/~ Within this legal, and policy framework, the infonnation requested from field offices in this communication is intended to provide timely 
information to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from 
imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. This document is meant as a summary of significant investigative highlights and NOT as a 
comprehensive review of ongoing investigations. The infonnation contained in this communication is NOT to be incorporated into any fonnal or 
informal written document nor further disseminated without the authorization of the FBI Headquarters, SI OC. Unauthorized use of this infonnation 
may jeopardize sensitive national security and/or criminal investigations, result in the possible identification and/or physical harm of human sources or 
create undue notification into the FBI's interest of intended targets. 

(U) This communication is intended to provide timely infonnation to appropriate law enforcement and/or public safety personnel who are authorized 
to protect facilities, personnel, and the public from imminent threats of violent and/or criminal activity. It is related to and within the scope of an 
authorized law enforcement investigation or investigative activity. Under FBI policy and federal law, no investigative activity may be based solely on 
First Amendment activity. The FBI does not investigate, collect, or maintain infonnation on U.S. persons solely for the purpose of monitoring 
activities protected by the First Amendment. 
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(U) National Crisis Coordination Center (NC3) Executive 
Summary 

(U) ELECTORAL CERTIFICATION AND INAUGURATION 2021 

• 

• 

• (U//bES) According to US Park Police and D.C. Metropolitan Police Department, there are 24 
planned events in the NCR through 1 February, with estimated sizes of inauguration related 
protests ranging from one to 5,000; 12 permits were approved. Planned demonstrations specific 
to Inauguration Day range in size from one to 900 . 

• 

• (U/1:FOUO) As of 17 January, the number of National Guard personnel in Washington, DC 
exceeds 12,365. Metal anti scale fencing has been installed around the US Capitol Complex and 
other areas on Capitol Hill in advance of the Presidential Inauguration. 

(U) INVESTIGATIVE INFORMATION 

2 
UNCLASSIFIED/ /LA'.V BtFOR:CB<IDlT 8Bt81TIYB 

(U//FOUO) THE FBI, IN CLOSE COORDINATION WITH ITS FEDERAL, STATE, AND LOCAL 
PARTNERS, CONTINUES TO MONITOR AND RESPOND TO EVENTS RELATED TO THE 

VIOLENCE ASSOCIATED WITH LAWFUL PROTESTS. 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

-

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
-
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APPROVAL 

• (U/AlOUO) On 6 January, the FBI activated a digital media tip line URL 
(https://fbi.gov/USCapitol) which opened to the public. As of 1400 on 17 January, the FBI has 
received more than 169,954 digital media tips. 

UNCLASSIFIED/,'FOR OFHCL\-L USE ONLY 

(U) National Threat Picture Through Inauguration 2021 

(U) CURRENT FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSES 

3 
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(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
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APPROVAL 

(U) Potential ofcriminal offenses or 1 iolence related to the 6 January 2021 Electoral College certification 
ofthe 2020 Presidential Election results for situational awareness - past/ongoing (11 ithin last 12-24 hours) 
andplanned (next 12-24 hours) (b )("' )(E) per FBI 

(U) Past/Ongoing in the last 12 - 24 Hours 

• (U) Nothing Significant to Rep01t 

(U) Planned in the next 12 - 24 Hours 

• (U) Nothing Significant to Repo1t 

(U) UPCOMING FLASHPOINTS AND RESPONSE 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
(U) Potential Flashpoints by Geographic Location 
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APPROVAL 

(U) Threat To Life 

• (U//f:£S-) Multiple reports indicate various threats to harm President Elect Biden ahead of the 
presidential inauguration. Additional reports indicate threats against VP Elect Harris and Speaker 
Pelosi. 

• 

(U) OTHER 

• 

• 

• 

(U) STATE AND LOCAL SURVEY RESPONSES 

7 
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-
-

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 

(b)(7)(E) per FBI 
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